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REPORT BRIEF 
CYCLE LIFE TEST 
OF 
SECONCIARY SPACECWFT CELLS 
Ref: (a)  NASA Purchase Order fjurrljer W12-397 
(b) NASA l t r  BRA/VBK/pad of 25 Septeher  1961 w/BUAEPS f i r s t  
end FQ-1:WSK of 2 October 1961 t o  CO NP,D Crane 
( c )  Preliminary Work Statement for Battery Evaluation Program 
of 25 August 1961 
( d )  NAD Crane report QE/C 69-665 of 17 October 1969 
I .  TEST ASSIGNMENT 
A. In compliance with references (a) and (b), evaluation of 
secondary spacecraft cells w a s  begun according t o  the program out- 
l ine of  reference ( c ) .  T h i s  s i x t h  annual report covers the cycle 
l i f e  t e s t ,  the t h i r d  phase of the evaluation program of secondary 
spacecraft ce l l s ,  through 14 Decerrber 1969. The acceptance tests 
and general performance tests, the fi rst and second phases of the 
evaluation program were reported ear l ier .  The purpose of the 
acceptance tests is  t o  insure that  a l l  cells p u t  i n t o  the l i fe  
cycle program meet the speci fi cations out1 i ned i n the respective 
purchase contracts. A l i m i t e d  nuhe r  o f  cel ls  of ea& type 
(usually five) are subjected t o  the general performance tests t o  ' 
de termi ne their actual capabi l i  ties. These reports may be ob tai ned 
from National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Scient i f ic  and 
Technical Information Division (Code US) , Washington ,  D. C. and 
from Director, Defense Documentation Center, Cameron Station, 
A1 exandri a , V i  rgi n i  a 2231 4. 
B. T h i s  evaluation program gathers specific information con- 
cerning cell performance characteristics and limitations which  is  
used by spacecraft pcrwer system planners , designers, and i ntegra- 
tion teams. Weaknesses discovered i n  cell  design are reported and 
aid i n  research and development effor ts  toward improving the reli- 
a b i l i t y  of space batteries.  Failures encountered i n  s a t e l l i t e  
programs such as IMP, NIMBUS, OGO, OAO, and TETR have been s tud ied  
and reriledied through special tests performed a t  NAD Crane. 
11. TEST OUTLINE 
A.  On 5 December 1963 this activity began the cycle l i f e  test 
on 660 sealed, nickel-cadmium cel ls  purchased by NASA. T h e  cells 
were from four manufacturers, and consisted-of s9ve-n sariple c lass i -  I 
fications ranging from 3.0 to  20 ampere-hours. Since t h e n  731 
i 
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nickel-cadmium, 174 silver-cadmium and 65 silver--z ilc cells from 
several manufacturers have been added t o  the program. The capac- 
i t i e s  o f  the nickel-cadmium cel ls  ranged from 71 -25 t o  50 ampere- 
hours;  t h a t  of the silver-cadmium cells ranged from 3.0 to  
ampere-hours; and tha t  of the silver-zinc cel ls  ranged from 
re-hours. The purpose of the cycle l i f e  program i s  t o  
ne the cycling performance capabilities of packs of cells 
(5  or 10 cell packs) under different load ,  charge control and 
temperature condi ti ons e The 1 oad condi ti om i ncl ude cycle 1 ength 
( o r b i t  periods) of 1.5, 3.0, 8.0 and 24 h o u r s ;  and depth of 
discharge ranging from 10 t o  75 percent. The charge contro 
methods used are voltage limit, auxiliary electrode, coulometer, 
s tabis tor ,  a two-step regulator and the Sherfey upside-davrn cycling 
regime. Specially constructed cells t o  apply internal pressm 
against  the face o f  the plate  s tack,  and a type t o  permit high 
charge rates were also tested. Envi ronrnental conditions include 
ambient temperatures of -20' C ,  0' C, 20' C, 25' C, 40' C ,  5U0 C, 
and a cycling temperature of 0" to  40' C within a period of 48 
h o u r s .  A "Summary i n  Brief of Test Parameters" i s  listed on page i i i .  
111, TEST RESULTS 
A. Life cycling data shows tha t  cel ls  tested a t  0' C give 
longer cycle l i f e ,  higher end-of-discharge voltages and less  degra- 
dation of ampere-hour capacities than cells tested a t  25' C o r  
40' C. Overall performance decreases w i t h  increase i n  the depth 
of discharge a t  a l l  test  temperatures. Cell cycle l i fe  is  extended 
when the amount o f  recharge i s  limited t o  the following amounts: 
105 percent a t  0' C,  115 percent a t  25' C and 125 percent a t  40' C. 
Operating performance can also be improved by recharging a t  rates 
between c/2 and c/10 w i t h  the aniount of recharge controlled by aux- 
i l i a ry  electrodes or cadmium-cadmium coulonleters. A s t a t i s t i ca l  
analysis of the l i f e  cycle prediction and cause of failure versus 
t e s t  conditions are given i n  reference ( d ) .  
B. Cell failure analyses have shwn several fa i lure  modes such 
as l i t t l e  or no insulation around tabs and busses, ceramic shorts 
across the terminals, and leaks around the terminals which since 
have been corrected. A better separator material i s  s t i l l  needed 
t o  extend cycle l i f e  of ce l l s ,  Better quality control programs i n  
the manufacturers' plants would do niuch t o  eliminate o r  minimize 
fai 1 ure due to  mi sal i gned separator materj a1 61 is  ter i  ng of pos i - 
tiwe plates and extraneous material, both active and foreign. 
xv. 
C. All active and completed packs are l i s ted  on pages vi t h rough  
The symbols used are explained on pages i v  and v, 
i i  
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EXPLANATIOE\I OF SYPBOLS 
1 . Temperature: 
* Ambient temperature which varies sinusoidally f r o m  Oo to  
40" C once per 48-hour period. 
2 .  Special Symbols : 
AE: Auxiliary electrode cel ls  
AE-GE: General Electric type. 
A€-GU: Gul ton type. 
AE13: General Electric type AB13. 
AE14: General Electric type AB14. 
CC: Comrcia l  ce l l s .  
CHSP : 
CLN: 
CPSP: Cel lophane separator. 
C3SP: C3 separator. 
FRS: Folded s e a l ,  same type o f  seal as RS below. 
If Chems orb 'I separator. 
Coulometer i n  ser ies  w i t h  cel ls  t o  effect  charge control. 
IM: Cells w i t h  improved material and methods used i n  construction. 
IPD: Cells containing an internal pressure device. 
MULTI: Pack contains coulometer and cell w i t h  and without 
auxiliary electrodes. 
NB: NIMBUS ce l l s .  
RBPT: NIMBUS cel ls  w i t h  pressure transducers. 
PLSP: Pel7 on separator. 
PS: Polyiiierized neoprene termi nal t o  cover seal . 
KCPSP: Radiated cellophane separator. 
i v  
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RS: 
ST: Stabistors used for charge control o f  ce l l s .  
TOR: Test and training s a t e l l i t e .  
WNSP: Woven nylon separator. 
2SR: Two-step regulator used for charge contml of  cells. 
3s: T r i p l e  seal bemeen terminals and cover (ceramic bekeen glass).  
Vulcanized neoprene terminal t o  cover sea l .  
3.  Date Completed: 
0: ili sconti nued 
F: Failed 
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I 14 TRO DUCT I ON 
Considerable research i s  being done to  find more e f f i c i en t  and 
reliable means of storing electr ical  energy for  o r b i t i n g  s a t e l l i t e s .  
Rechargeable cel ls  offer one such means. The  t e s t  program a t  NAD 
Crane has been established i n  order t o  further the evaluation of  
certain types of cel ls  and t o  obtain performance and fa i lure  data 
as an a i d  t o  t he i r  continued improvemnt. 
This s i x t h  annual report covers the cycle l i f e  t e s t ,  the t h i r d  
phase of  the evaluation program of secondary spacecraft cel ls  
through 14 December 1969. The purpose of the cycle program is t o  
determi ne the cycling performance capabili t ies of  packs of cells 
under different  load and temperature condi tions . The acceptance 
t e s t s  and general performance t e s t s ,  the f i r s t  and second phases 
o f  the evaluation program, were reported ea r l i e r .  
During Deceher 1963, th i s  act ivi ty  began the cycle t e s t  on 660 
sealed,  nickel-cadmium cel ls  purchased by NASA. The cel ls  were from 
four manufacturers 
ranging from 3.0 to  20 ampere-hours. Since then 731 nickel-cadmim, 
174 silver-cadmium and 65 silver-zinc sealed cells from several 
manufacturers have been added t o  the program. 
the nickel-cadmium cel ls  ranged from 1.25 t o  50 ampere nours; t h a t  
of the silver-cadmium ranged from 3.0 t o  12.0 ampere-hours; and 
t h a t  of the si lver-zinc cel ls  ranged from 1 2  t o  40.0 ampere-hours. 
These cells are cycled under different  load, charge control and 
temperature conditions . The load conditions include cycle length 
(o rb i t  periods) of 1.5, 3.0 , 8.0 and 24 h o u r s ;  and depths of 
discharge rangi ng from 10 t o  75 percent. The charge control 
methods used are voltage limit, auxiliary electrode, coulomter, 
s tab is tor ,  two-step regulator and Sherfey upside-down cycling 
regime. Specially constructed cel ls  t o  apply internal pressure 
against the face of the plate stack, and a type t o  permit h i g h  
charge rates were also tested. 
ambient temperatures of - Z O O ,  Oo, Z O O ,  25', 40°, 50' C ;  and a 
cycling temperature of  0' t o  40' C w i t h i n  a period of 48 h o u r s .  
and consisted of seven sample classifications 
The capacities of 
Envi ronmental condi t i  ons i ncl ude 
Data is recorded on each pack every 32 cycles fo r  the 1.5 and 
3.0 hour o r b i t  periods, every 24 cycles for  the 8.0 hour  o r b i t  
period, and every 8 cycles for  the 24 hour  o r b i t  period. The data 
consists of i ndi vi dual cell vol tage , i ndi vi dual ce 11 temperature, 
total  voltage, current, and ambient temperature. Also when appro- 
pr ia te ,  data is collected on auxiliary electrode voltage, gas 
recontiination electrode voltage coulometer voltage and pressure 
transducer voltage. 
stored on magnetic tape for data analysis and future reference. 
I t  is then converted t o  absolute values and 
QE/C 70-173 
A sumnary o f  the results of the l i f e  cycling program is given 
i n  this report. Complete data and graphs are available upon appli- 
cation via NASA Techn cal Officer. The applicat 
information on exact1 w h a t  data is required; t h  
data will be p u t ;  application detai ls  including orbital  descrip- 
t ion,  charge control methods , load requi remnts e tc ,  as appro- 
priate; name and add o f  the acti  v i  ty t ha t  stands t o  benefit; 
r of the responsible i n d i v i  
any Government agency as 6 
a r r a n ~ ~ ~ n t  
use t o  which  the 
The ampere-hour capacity of each pack, a t  its specifled t e s t  
temperature, i s  measured i n i t i a l l y  and every 88 days of continuous 
cycling. Each pack being checked is discharged * di ately a f t e r  
the end of the regular cycle charge period, a t  t 
cturer ' s  rated capacity) to a cutoff o f  1 .O volt 
or t o  a low of 0.5 vol t  on any one cell,  which-  
t. The pack is then recharged a t  the c/10 rate 
d discharged again as above. Before being returned 
t o  regular cycling, the pack is  given a 48-hour charge a t  the c/10 
rate,  w i t h  the regular on-charge cycling voltage limit. The sumnary 
of  the capacity check results will l i s t  only the amount obtained 
on the second discharge (Disch #2) .  All other capacity checks not 
noted th i s  way receive only one discharge which i s  run a t  the cycle 
rate t o  1.0 vol t  per cell and then recharged a t  the regular cycle 
ra te  prior t o  being returned t o  automatic cycling. 
A cell i s considered a fai  1 u r e  when i ts temri nal vol tage drops 
below 0.5 vol t  a t  any time dur ing  a regular discharge-charge cycle. 
I t  is  removed from the pack upon completion of the recorded cycle. 
The cel ls  remaining i n  the pack continue t e s t  u n t i l  two-thirds o f  
the cel ls  have i led constituting a pack fai lure .  By direction 
of  Goddard Space F l i g h t  Center cell  failure ana s i s  perfomed 
a t  NAD Crane. The manufacturer i s  invited t o  p cipate as an 
observer i n  the analysis of his ce l l s .  In orde 
discusslon that  follows, all  fa i lure  terms are ned accordi ng 
use i n  this repor t .  ions , and they These are our de 
e r  sowwhat f om usage elsewhere. 
2 
DEFINITIONS 
Wei h t  Loss: The weight loss i n  grams be 
the  +t me o acceptance and t h a t  a t  the  t i m e  o 
losses o f  less than one gram are not considered 
occur from traces o f  solder l e f t  on the c e l l  t e  
Deposi-ts: Carbonate deposits, a t  a po in t  o f  leakage su 
a terminal or seam. Deposits may o r  m a y  not be accompanied by a 
weight loss as defined above. Deposits a re  not  removed p r i o r  t o  
weighing. 
High Pressure: 
o f  @Gaped gas when c e l l  i s  opened. It m a y  not be present a t  t he  
t ime the c e l l  i s  opened although the bulge ind icates i t s  presence 
a t  some e a r l i e r  t ime. 
S ign i f i ed  by a bulged c e l l  case o r  by a h i ss ing  
Concave Sides: Refers t o  rectangular c e l l s  only. The sides o f  
the Fgn are made permanently concave by the  higher pressure o f  
neighboring c e l l s  i n  the pack. This sometimes causes a sho r t  
between the case and in te rna l  elements. 
Weak Weld: An inadequate weld, as determined by the  mechanical 
s t r e K t m h e  bond. The pieces separate, wi thout tear ing  o f  the 
metal, when pu l led  apart by the f ingers.  This may be a t  a tab-to- 
p l a t e  connection, a tab-to-cel l  case connection, o r  a tab-to-temri nal  
connect i on. 
Loosened Act ive Mater ia l  : Pos i t i ve  p l a t e  act ive material which 
separates from the g r i d  when the plates are unro l led  f o r  f a i  l u r e  
analysis, and may come o f f  i n  large i n t a c t  pieces. This condi t i o n  
i s  not noticed on f l a t  p la tes,  which are not f lexed i n  the analysis. 
Extraneous Act i  ve Materi a1 : Pi eces o f  loose act ive materi a1 
f o u n r  pressed between-fes. These a r e  thought t o  have 
crumbled o f f  the p l a t e  edges when the  c e l l  was being assenbled, 
since there are no holes o r  bare spots on the  p l a t e  i t s e l f .  These 
pieces put pressure on the  separator mater ia l  and o f ten  cause a 
shor t  c i r c u i t  between the plates a t  t h a t  po in t .  
Pierced Separat31: Refers only t o  shor t  c i r c u i  tr between plates 
when caused by e i t h e r  a g r i d  w i re  o r  a tab a t  the tab-to-plate 
connection p ie rc ing  the separator and contact ing the adjacent p la te .  
kxcess Scoring: The two indentations which enc i rc le  the  c e l l  
case put increased pressure on the  outside l aye r  o f  the p la tes and 
separators a t  these points.  Usually t h i s  resul ts  only i n  increased 
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migrat ion o f  negative act ive mater ia l ,  bu t  i n  some cases the  scor ing 
i s  deep enough t o  damage the  wrap, plate,  o r  separator j u s t  beneath 
the scor ing marks. 
case and the adjacent p la te.  
It may r e s u l t  i n  a shor t  c i r c u i t  between the 
Burned Positive=: The pos i t i ve  tab, above the plates, i s  
b u r n 8  and sometimes broken. The broken tab may f a l l  against the  
case and cause a shor t  c i r c u i t .  I n  a l l  cases the tape w i th  which 
the pos i t i ve  tab had been wrapped was a lso burned. A t  times the  
corrosion i s  such t h a t  the tab crumbles when the  c e l l  i s  opened, 
so t h a t  i t s  p r i o r  conf igurat ion cannot be determined. The burned 
pos i t i ve  tab has been a t t r i bu ted  t o  an i n s u f f i c i e n t  area o f  welding 
between the tab and the pos i t i ve  terminal, cliiusing a high-resistance 
contact. However, w i t h  two exceptions t h i s  condi t i o n  was found 
only among c e l l s  tested a t  50"-40' C temperature where i t  was the 
predominant mode o f  f a i l u re .  This suggests t h a t  addi t ional  factors 
are i nvol ved. 
Short Separator: Related t o  the  burned pos i t i ve  tab. The 
separator mater ia l  j u s t  below the burned tab has pul led back, appar- 
en t ly  from the heat generated, so t h a t  the plates are exposed. 
Usually a shor t  between adjacent plates resul ts .  
Ceramic Short: I t  i s  a dark colored, conducting deposi t  which 
It i s  determined by measuring the resistance between 
c a u s e s a n r i c a l  shor t  across the ceramic l insulator a t  t he  
terminal, and i s  a r e s u l t  o f  s i l v e r  brazing used i n  the c e l l s '  
manufacture. 
the insu lated mater ia l  and the c e l l  case a f t e r  t he  plates have been 
cut  o f f  the buses. 
measured resistance being on the order o f  20 ohm o r  less. 
I t s  presence i s  f a i r l y  wel l  defined, t he  
Migration: Act ive mater ia l  deposited on the  surface o f  the 
separator, appearing as a uni form dark coating on the separator 
mater ia l .  I n  small areas the p l a t e  material may penetrate comple- 
t e l y  through the separator and be v i s i b l e  as small, dark spots on 
ve p l a t e  side, usual ly r e s u l t i n g  i n  a high-resistance 
u i t .  Where t h i s  condi t ion i s  more pronounced there are 
burned spots on the separator a t  t he  po in t  o f  penetrat ion. Migra- 
t i o n  i s  always by the negative p l a t e  mater ia l  except i n  two very 
advanced cases, where there was a lso s l i g h t  migrat ion from the  
posi ti ve p la te  e Migrat ion i s  accelerated a t  poi nts o f  l oca l  i zed 
pressure on separator, especia l ly  around the  edge o f  the pres- 
sure area. F example i n  the  round ce l l s ,  where a pressure area 
i s  produced by a piece o f  tape covering the  tab-to-plate connection, 
there i s  no migr t i o n  a t  the taped area bu t  a very dark l i n e  o f  
m i  grated mater1 a out l ines the tape's locat ion.  I n  addit ion, there 
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may be brownish spots of discoloration around the edge of the tape 
and usually a small hole i n  the center of each spot.  A simflar 
s i tua t ion ,  due t o  the scoring of the Sonotone 5.0 ampere-hour cell 
case, also occurs. 
Bl is ters  : 
away from the 
3 / 8  inch i n  d i  
Raised areas of active materi a1 , w h i c h  have pulled 
g r i d .  Typically, they ranged from pinhead s i z e  t o  
ameter, and were i nvari ab le  found on the positive 
plates .  While b l i s te r ing  h a s  not been s h w n  t o  have a direct 
bearing on cell f a i lu re s ,  i t  is included here because i t  was comnon 
i n  some cell types, b u t  rare o r  absent i n  others,  and because i n  
a t  l ea s t  two cases the separator was burned  s l igh t ly  where blisters 
had compressed the separator materi a1 . 
m a r a t o r  Deterioration: lbecomposi tion o f  the  separator rnater- 
i a l  , exclusive o f  visible burned spots. Deteriorated separator 
material, as defined here, is decidedly thinner than normal, adheres 
t o  the negative p la te ,  and has l o s t  vir tual ly  a l l  t ens i l e  s t r e n g t h .  
Shorts between the plates may resul t .  
this condition may be absent a t  the outermost portion of the separa- 
t o r ,  b u t  become progressively worse toward the center o f  the core. 
Shorts between the plates may result a t  the center o f  the core. 
In  some of the round cells 
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I .  CELLS 014 ORIGIl i lAL TEST PROGRHH S T I L L  CYCLING 
A. A t  the s t a r t  of tne original cycling program there w a s  a 
to ta l  of 84 packs and as of January 1968, 25 of these packs were 
s t i l l  cycling. A t  the request of  Goddard Space F l i g h t  Center, 
t e s t s  on 20 o f  these packs were discontinued t o  Flake room for newly 
developed space cel ls  being procured fo r  evaluation. Five of the 
best  performing packs of the original group,, were maintained on 
cycling for  l i f e  capability determination purposes. The results 
of those fai led and discontinued packs are covered i n  Section I V .  
T h e  following information covers those packs held i n  the cycling 
program 
13. The five packs maintained on cycling contained five GE 12 
ampere-hour, nickel-cadmium, cel ls  per pack. These cel ls  are 
rectangular in shape. The cell containers and covers are made of 
s ta in less  s t e e l .  IZoth terminals are insulated from the cell cover 
by ceramic seals  and protrude as 1/4-20 threaded posts .  
C .  These packs are being tested under the fo l lowing  parameters: 
Percent 
Pack Test Depth o f  Percent o f  Charge Voltage 
Nuher Temperature Discharge Recharge Limit,, Per Cell 
1lOA* oo c 15 115 1.55 
l l lA 0" c 15 115 1.55 
124A* oo c 25 115 1.55 
125A oo c 25 11 5 1.55 
83A 25" C 25 125 1.43 
* These packs are cycled a t  1.5-hour o r b i t  period, a l l  others 
a t  3.0-hour o rb i t  period. 
D.  Cycling was s ta r ted  i n  January 1964. Packs l l O A ,  I l lA,  and 
125A have completed 32,108, 16,284 and 16,593 cycles, respectively, 
w i t h  no cell fa i lures .  Packs 124A and 33A failed on cycles 34,343 
and 13,897, respectively, w i t h  a total  o f  six cell fa i lures  (three 
from eacn pack) - (See Figures 1 th rough  5) 
1.  Analysis of the six failed cel ls  shaved heavy migration 
o f  negati ve plate  inateri a1 , severe separator deteri oration, and high 
i ntcrnal pressure ( a s  i n d i  catec! by bulged cases and t i e  escape of 
Q € / C  70-173 
gas when the cells were opened). Two cells ,  one from each pack, had 
electrolyte leakage around the ceramic-to-metal seal as evidenced 
by carbonate deposits . 
E. The ampere-hour capacities on the precycling and capacity 
check cycles varied w i t h  anbient t e s t  temperature. The capacity of 
packs tested a t  0" C in i t ia l ly  , averaged 14.2 ampere-hours, a t  
25" C averaged 15.0 ampere-hours, and a t  40' C averaged 6.95 ampere- 
hours. A t  the present time or just pr ior  t o  pack failure the 
average capacities are 9.40 ampere-hours a t  0" C ,  5.28 ampere-hours 
a t  25" C and 3.55 a t  40" C. More comparative information m a y  be 
found i n  Section I V ,  Paragraph D. 
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I. CELLS USING CONSTANT CURRENT CHARGE WITH VOLTAGE LIMIT CONTROL 
Because o f  the continuing e f f o r t  t o  extend the performance l i f e ,  
new ce l l s  are added t o  the cycle program f o r  evaluation as modi fi ca- 
t ions; such as, n ickel  p la t i ng  the s i l v e r  braze area o r  new seals, 
are made, o r  when new environmental conditions; such as, -20" C or 
temperature cycl ing, are encountered. Each pack i s  cycled u n t i l  
more than two-thirds o f  the ce l l s  have fai led.  A c e l l  i s  considered 
a f a i l u r e  when i t s  terminal voltage drops below 0.5 v o l t  during 
cycl i ng. 
A. Nickel-Cadmium Types: 
Gulton 3.5 ah (Polymerized Neoprene Seal), Seven 5-ce l l  
Packs, 1 .5- hour Orbi t Period: 
a. Cel l  Description: These ce l l s  are cy l i nd r i ca l  i n  
shape. The c e l l  containers and covers are made o f  stainless steel.  
The pos i t i ve  terminal i s  insulated from the c e l l  cover by a polymer- 
ized neoprene bushing and protrudes through the bushing as a 8-32 
threaded post. The negative lead i s  soldered t o  the c e l l  container. 
1. 
b . Test Parameters : 
(1) Cells Cycling: 
Percent 
Pack Test Depth o f  Percent o f  Charge Voltage 
Number Temperature Discharge Recharge Limit ,  Per Cel l  
89C -20" c 25 110 1.56 I + 0.03 
75u -20" c 40 110 1.56 2 0.03 
1.55 + 0.03 
99c oo c 40 11 5 1.55 0.03 
122c oo c 25 115 - 
87C 25" C 25 125 1.49 - + 0.03 
7 3c 25" C 40 125 1.49 - + 0.03 
112c 40" C 25 160 1.45 fi: 0.03 
( 2 )  An addi t ional  5-cel l  pack was put on continuous 
charge a t  the c/10 ra te  i n  an anbient temperature o f  25" C i n  order 
t o  evaluate the new seal. 
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c. Test Results: 
(1) Performance on Cycling: (Figures 6 through 11) 
Packs 75D, 7 X  and 112C 
Cycling was started i n  December 1966. 
87C have completed 16,738, 23,817, 16,821 and 16,815 cycles, respec- 
t ively,  w i t h  one cell  fa i lure  i n  pack 87C. 
fa i led on cycles 14,197, 9978 and 11,155, respectively, w i t h  a t o t a l  
o f  nine cell  failures (three cells from each pack). 
Packs 89C, 122C, 99C and 
(2 )  Failure Analysis: 
(a)  Anlysis o f  nine fai led cells showed the 
major cause t o  be migration of the negative plate material and 
separator deterioration. Other conditions found were h i g h  internal 
pressure and e lectrolyte  leakage. 
(b) The  pack tha t  was p u t  on continuous charge 
had one cell  t h a t  developed h i g h  internal resistance and w a s  removed 
from tes t  a f t e r  1066 days. The h i g h  internal resistance was caused 
by corrosion of the positive t a b .  The cell also had e lectrolyte  
leakage and h i g h  internal pressure. 
(3) Capacity Checks: The ampere-hour capacities on 
the precycling and capacity check cycles are as follows: 
14 
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PRECYCLING AHD CAPACITY CHECKS 
Orbit Period 1.5- hour 
Temperature -20" -ao O0 O0 
Depth o f  Discharge 25% 402 25% 40% 
Pack Nuher 89C 75D 122C 99C 
Precycling Capacity 3.12 3.79 3.70 4.38 
88 Days Disch #2 2.39 3.50 3.33 4.23 
176 Days Disch #2 2.33 3.35 3.21 4.20 
264 Days Disch #2 2.25 2.80 3.00 4.03 
352 Days Disch 82 2.33 3.03 2.86 3.94 
440 Days Disch #2 2.33 3.30 2.65 3.65 
528 Days Disch #2 3.79 3.94 2.57 3.35 
616 Days Disch #2 1.72 2.77 2.45 3.12 
704 Days Disch f2 1.49 2.60 2.33 2.95 
792 Days Disch #2 1.60 2.80 2.33 2.97 
880 Oays Disch #2 1.46 2.60 2.45 2.54 
968 Days Disch #2 1.25 2.27 2:97 
F 
25" 25" 40' 
25% 40% 25% 
87C 73C 112C 
4.14 4.26 4.32 
3.62 3.50 1.20 
3.27 2.22 1.20 
2.95 2.33 1.23 
2.48 1.84 1.08 
2.01 1.87 1.05 
3.21 1.98 1.25 
1.17 1.60 1.08 
F 
1.17 1.08 
1.11 
F 
1.40 
0.93 
F - Failed 
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2. G u l t o n  4.0 ah (Comnercial), Six 5-cell Packs, 1.5-hour 
O r b i t  Period: 
a. Gel 1 Oescri p t ion :  These are rectangular sealed 
ce l l s  o f  comercial grade, b u t  were not  hermetically sealed as 
supplied. They were epoxy potted into 5-cell packs a t  the Goddard 
Space Flight Center i n  order t o  hermetically seal the cel ls  before 
t e s t .  
b . Test Parameters : 
Percent 
Pack Test Depth of Percent of Charge Voltage 
ilumber Temperature Discharge Recharge L i m i  t , Per Cell 
1158 0" c 15 115 1.55 5 0.03 
126B oo c 25 115 1.55 f 0.03 
4M 2 5 O  c 25 125 1.49 - + 0.03 
140 25" c 40 125 1.49 + w 0.03 
28B 40" c 15 160 1.45 0.03 
4013 40' C 25 160 1.45 + 0.03 
c. Test Results: 
(1) Performance on Cycling: (Figures  12 through 
14) Cycling was s tar ted i n  Augus t  1964. 
48 have completed 29,929, 30,330 and 30,335 cycles, respectively, 
w i t h  one cell fa i lure  i n  Pack 4B. Pack 14B fai led on cycle 8474, 
pack 28B on cycle 20,227 and pack 408 on cycle 10,360. 
Packs 115B, 1266 and 
(2)  Failure Analysis: The analysis o f  10 fai led 
ce l l s  showed the major cause t o  be due t o  separator deterioration 
and migration. Other conditions found were weak tab-to-termi nal 
we1 ds h i g h  internal pressure and electrolyte  leakage e Fai 1 ure 
analysis has not been performed on the eleventh cel l  because o f  
the pack construction. 
(3) Capacity Checks: T h e  ampere-hour capaci t i e s  on 
the precycling and capacity check cycles are  as follows: 
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PRECY CLI NG AND CAPACITY CHECKS 
O r b i t  Period 1.5-hour 
Temperature 0" 0" 25" 25" 
Depth o f  Discharge 15% 25% 25% 40% 
Pack Nunber 115B 126B 4B 148 
Precycl ing Capacity 5.04 4.87 4.63 5.00 
88 Days Disch H2 3.57 4.00 2.47 2.00 
176 Days Disch #2 4.03 3.87 2.07 2.07 
264 Uays Disch #2 4.00 3.73 1.80 1.87 
352 Days Disch #2 3.50 3.67 1.83 1.93 
440 Days Disch #2 4.07 3.60 1.67 1.93 
528 Days Disch #2 4.03 3.93 1.60 1.67 
616 Days Disch #2 4.60 3.03 1.60 
F 
704 Days Disch #2 4.07 3.63 1.63 
792 Days Disch #2 4.33 3.63 1.67 
880 Days Disch #2 3.77 3.50 1.63 
968 Days Uisch #2 4.03 3.37 1.67 
1056 Days Disch #2 3.80 3.30 1.57 
*1144 Days Disch #2 3.67 3.37 1.30 
1232 Days Disch #2 3.50 3.37 1.70 
1320 Days Disch #2 3.63 3.27 1.47 
1408 Days Disch #2 3.47 3.33 1.50 
1496 Days Disch #2 3.40 3.10 1.33 
1584 Days Disch #2 3.27 3.03 1.40 
1672 Days Disch f2 3.17 3.00 1.70 
1760 Days Disch #2 3.23 1.27 
40" 40" 
15% 25% 
28B 40B 
4.20 3.37 
1.70 1.17 
1.67 1.13 
1.43 1.30 
1.53 0.96 
1.53 1.17 
1.75 0.93 
1.67 0.76 
1.70 
F 
1.77 
1.87 
2.07 
1.97 
0 -47 
2.90 
'I .73 
F 
F - Failed 
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3.  Gulton 5.0 ah (NIMGUS), Six  5-cell Packs, 1.5-Rour 
Orbit Period: 
a.  Cell Description: These ce l l s  are cylindrical in 
shape w i t h  a convex base. A threaded s t u d  i s  fastened t o  tine b a s e  
t o  f a c i l i t a t e  heat sink mounting. The cell container and the cell  
cover a r e  niade o f  s ta in less  s t ee l .  Two s ta in less  s tee l  tabs ,  welded 
to  the cover, serve as the contacts for  the negative terminal. The 
positive terminal i s  insulated from the cell  cover by a ceramic seal 
and protrudes through the cover as a solder type terminal. Two 
solder tabs are welded t o  the terminal. Three ce l l s  have pressure 
transducers which are used t o  read 
square i rich absol ute. These ce l l s  
speci f i  ca t i  ons . 
Pack 
i.1 umb e r 
1 1 7k 
121A" 
1 2of? 
11 u* 
1 27A 
1 28A 
13. Test Parameters: 
Test 
Temperature 
0" c 
oo c 
25" C 
25" C 
40' C 
40" c 
P e rcc n t 
Depth of 
discharge 
15 
25 
15 
25 
15 
25 
internal pressure i n  pounds per 
were manufactured t o  the IiIIVIcUS 
Percent o f  Charge Voltage 
Recharge Linrit, Per Cell 
110 1.49 - + 0.03 
110 1.49 - + 0.03 
120 1.49 -- + 0.03 
1.43 + 0.93 -1 20 
1.43 - + i3.03 130 
1 30 1.49 - + 0.03 
* One cell  i n  each of these packs i s  equipped with a pressure 
t r ans du ce r . 
c. Test Results : 
( 1 )  Performance on Cycling: (Fiaures 15 and 16) 
Cycling ivas s ta r ted  i n  May 1965. 
pleted 25,631 and 24,716 cycles, resFectively, i . J i t h  one cell  
fa i lurz  in  Pack 120A. Packs 1211\, 118B, 127A and 128A fai led or1 
cycles 20,861, 8108, 10,638 and 6345, respectively. 
( 2 )  Failure Analysis: Analysis o f  the 1 2  fa i led 
cc:l Is silw,/ed the niajor causes t o  be separator deteri oration 
Packs 117A and 120A nave COP 
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and migration of the negative plate material. Other conditions 
found were electrolyte leakage, ceramic shorts ,  weak tab-to-plate 
welds, burned positive tabs ,  extraneous active material pierced 
separators material by the positive t a b ,  short  (vertical height) 
separators and h i g h  internal pressure. 
the precycling and capacity check cycles are as follows: 
(3) Capacity Checks: The ampere-hour capacities on 
28 
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PRECYCLING AHD CAPACITY CHECKS 
Orb i t  Period 1 .5-hour 
Temperature O0 O0 25' 25O 
Depth o f  Discharge 15% 25% 15% 25% 
Pack Number 117A 121A 120A 118B 
Precycl ing Capacity 5.00 5.38 5.25 5.46 
88 Days Disch #2 5.17 5.38 5.40 2.55 
176 Days Disch #2 5.46 5.33 4.17 1.67 
264 Days Disch #2 5.17 5.00 2.79 1.50 
352 Days Disch #2 4.75 4.46 2.33 1.67 
440 Days Disch #2 4.75 4.29 2.08 2.00 
F 
528 Days Disch #2 4.50 3.96 * 
616 Days Disch #2 4.70 3.96 * 
704 Days Disch #2 4.42 3.96 3.58 
792 Days Disch #2 4.08 4.08 3.21 
880 Days Disch #2 4.04 3.96 3.00 
968 Days Disch #2 4.17 3.79 2.58 
1056 Days Disch H2 4.04 3.83 2.37 
1144 Days Disch #2 3.83 3.67 2.37 
1232 Days Disch #2 4.62 3.54 2.42 
F 
1320 Days Disch 82 4.46 2.12 
1408 Days Disch #2 4.17 2.12 
1496 Dqys Disch #2 4.50 1.79 
40" 40' 
1 5% 25% 
127A 128A 
3.29 3.04 
1.67 1.42 
1.50 1.54 
1.38 1.71 
1.42 1.83 
1.71 
F 
2.25 
2.04 
F 
* Capacity check not performed 
F - Fai led 
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4. Gul ton  5.6 ah (Neoprene Seal) ,  E i g h t  5-cell Packs, 
1.5-hour O r b i t  Period: 
a. Cell Description: These ce l l s  are cylindrfcal i n  
shape. The  cell container and the cell  cover are made of cold 
rolled s t e e l .  The positive terminal i s  insulated from the cell 
cover by a vulcanized neoprene bush ing  and protrudes through the 
b u s h i n g  as a 1/8 inch projection. The vulcanized neoprene bushings 
used i n  the folded cover t o  terminal seals are longer t h a n  those 
used i n  the nonfol ded cover t o  termi nal seals t o  protrude through 
the sleeve formed by the inward fold a t  the center o f  the cover 
(see Figure  17).  This design results i n  a greater length o f  seal 
and affords greater protection t o  the seal from heat du r ing  welding 
of the cover t o  the can. The possible damage t o  the neoprene seal 
of e i ther  type cover t o  terminal seal, by attempting t o  solder 
e lectr ical  connections t o  the 1/8 inch positive terminal made i t  
necessary t o  spot weld metal tabs to  these terminals. Metal tabs 
were also swt welded t o  the bottom of the cans t o  serve as the 
negative t e b i  nals . 
b. Test Parameters: 
Percent Percent 
Pack Test Depth of of 
Number Temperature Discharge Recharge 
448 -20" c 25 11 5 
32B -zoo c 25 115 
lOOB 0" c 25 115 
9oc oo c 25 11 5 
76B 25" C 25 125 
96C 25" C 25 125 
42B 40" C 25 160 
306 40O c 25 160 
c. Test Results: 
Charge Voltage 
L i m i t ,  Per Cell 
1.55 - t 0.03 
1.55 0.03 
1.55 - + 0.03 
1.55 + 0.03 
1.49 + 0.03 
1.49 9 0.03 
1.45 + 0.03 
1.45 t 0.03 
- 
- 
- 
I 
Seal 
Fol ded 
Nonfol ded 
Folded 
Nonfol ded 
Fol ded 
Nonfol ded 
Fol ded 
Nonfol ded 
(1) Performance on Cycling: ( F i  gures  18 through 
21) Cycling was started i n  Decenber 1965. Packs 44B, 32B, lOOB 
and 9OC have completed 22,152, 22,040, 22,369 and 22,454 cycles, 
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respectively with a to t a l  of four cell failures. Pack 76B failed 
on cycle 11,158, pack 96C on cycle 9791, pack 42B on cycle 3798 an 
pack 308 on cycle 1275. 
failed cells showed the major cause to  be separator deterioration, 
migration of the negative p l a t e  material , electrolyte leakage, and 
burned positive tabs. Other conditions found were weak positive 
tab-to-plate welds, burned positive tabs, and h i g h  internal pressure. 
the precycling and capacity check cycles are as follows: 
(2) Failure Analysis: Fa i lu re  analysis of the 16 
(3) Capacity Checks: The ampere-hour capacities on 
33 
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PRECYCLING AND CAPACITI CHECKS 
Orbi t  Period 1.5- hour 
Temperature -20" -20" 0" 0" 25' 25" 40" 40" 
Depth o f  Discharge 25% 25% 25% 25% 25% 25% 25% 25% 
Pack N u h e r  44B 328 lOOB 9OC 768 96C 42B 308 
Precycling Capacity 4.01 4.53 6.25 6.58 5.60 6.30 4.39 4.90 
F 
88 Days Disch #2 4.67 4.57 5.32 5.88 1.63 2.33 1.49 
176 Days Disch #2 4.34 4.67 4.85 5.50 1.59 2.24 1.35 
264 Uays Disch #2 3.36 3.64 4.39 5.27 1.59 1.87 
F 
352 Days Disch #2 3.36 3.45 4.25 4.85 1.63 2.85 
440 Days Disch #2 3.64 3.64 3.83 4.48 2.10 2.33 
528 Days Disch #2 3.27 3.27 3.64 3.97 1.49 2.38 
616 Days Disch #2 3.41 3.17 3.50 3.64 1.17 
704 Days Disch $2 4.48 2.99 2.75 3.27 
F 
F 
792 Days Disch #2 3.87 2.85 2.75 3.08 
880 Days Disch #2 4.53 2.95 2.61 2.75 
968 Days Disch #2 2.66 2.10 2.33 2.57 
1056 Days Disch #2 2.85 2.61 2.05 3.22 
1144 Days Disch #2 2.71 2.33 2.24 3.17 
1232 Days Disch H2 2.01 2.89 
F - Fai led 
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5. Gulton 6.0 ah (Improved), Three 5-cell Packs, 1.5-hour 
O r b i t  Period: 
a. Cell Description: The  ce l l s  are rectangular i n  
shape. The cell container and the cell cover are made of s ta in less  
s t e e l .  The posit ive terminal i s  insulated from the cell cover by a 
ceramic seal,  while the negative terminal i s  welded t o  the cover. 
Both are  solder type terminals. The silver braze of the ceramic 
seal is nickel plated t o  prevent internal cell  shorting by silver 
migration to  the cover. 
b . Test Parameters : 
Percent 
Pack Test Depth o f  Percent o f  Charge Voltage 
Number Temperature Discharge Recharge L i m i t ,  Per Cell 
1 38 oo c 25 115 1.55 - + 0.03 
1 88 25' C 40 125 1.49 2 0.03 
388 40' C 25 160 '1.45 - t 0.03 
c. Test Results: 
(1) Performance on Cycling: ( F i g u r e  22) Cycling 
started i n  February 1965, Pack 138 has completed 27,157 cycles 
t o  date w i t h  one cell  fa i lure .  Packs 1813 and 388 fai led on cycles 
7577 and 5766, respectively . 
cells showed the major causes of fa i lure  t o  be separator deteriora- 
t ion and migration of the negative plate  material. Other conditions 
found were blistering on the posit ive plates,  ceramic shorts,  burned 
posit ive tabs ,  e lectrolyte  leakage and high internal pressure. 
( 2 )  Failure Analysis: Failure analysis o f  seven 
(3) Capaci ty Checks : The  ampere-hour capaci t i e s  on 
the precycling and capacity check cycles are as follaws: 
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PRECYCLING AND CAPACITY CHECKS 
Orb i t  Period 
Temperature 
Depth o f  Discharge 
Pack Nurrber 
Precyc l i  ng Capaci ty 
88 Days Disch #2 
176 Days Disch #2 
264 Days Disch #2 
352 Days Disch #2 
440 Days Disch #2 
528 Days Disch #2 
616 Days Disch #2 
704 Days Disch #2 
792 Days Disch #2 
880 Days Disch #2 
968 Days Disch #2 
1056 Days Disch #2 
1144 Days Disch #2 
1232 Days Disch #2 
1320 Days Disch #2 
1408 Days Disch #2 
1496 Days Disch #2 
0" 
25% 
1 3B 
7.30 
6.95 
7.25 
7.20 
7 .OO 
6.75 
6.75 
* 
G .25 
5.65 
5.15 
5 .oo 
4.80 
4.05 
4.15 
4.00 
* 
3.75 
1 .5-hour 
25" 
40% 
18B 
6.90 
3.00 
3.60 
3.80 
3.05 
F 
40" 
25% 
388 
5 .oo 
1.75 
2 .oo 
1.50 
2.80 
F 
* Capacity check not performed 
F - Fai led 
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6 ,  Gulton 6.0 ah, One 5-cell Pack, 1.5-hour Orbit Period 
(Pack 61B): 
a. Cell Description: These cells are rectangular i n  
shape. The cell container and the cell cover are made of stainless 
steel. The positive terminal is insulated from the cell cover by a 
ceramic seal,  while the negative term.fnal is welded t o  the cover. 
Both are solder type terminals. 
b .  Test Parameters: 
(1) Ini t ia l  Test Parameters ( a t  another t e s t  
faci 1 i ty  ) : 
(a )  Test Temperature: -10' C. 
(b)  Depth of Discharge: 10%. 
(c )  Percent af Recharge: 110%. 
(d)  Charge Voltage: 
(e)  Orbit Period: 1.5 hour. 
1.55 5 0.03 volts per cell,  
average. 
(2 )  Change i n  Test Parameters: The test temperature 
was raised t o  Oo C af ter  22,900 cycles a t  -loo C a t  another test 
f aci 1 i ty  . 
c. Test Results: 
(1) Performance on Cycling: (Figure 23) Cycling 
started a t  NAD Crane i n  June 1967. T h i s  pack has completed 14,217 
addi t iona l  cycles a t  0' C w i t h  no cell failures. 
(a )  The end o f  discharge voltage i s  1.27 volts 
per cell and the percent o f  recharge i s  approximately 105 percent. 
(2 )  Capacity Checks : The ampere-hour capacities on 
the precycling and capacity check cycles are as follows: 
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PRECYCLING AND CAPACITY CHECKS 
O r b i t  Period 1 -5-hour 
Temperature 00 
Depth o f  Discharge 10% 
Pack Nunber 61B 
Precycl i ng Capaci t y  5.30 
88 Days Disch #2 5.40 
176 Days Disch #2 5.50 
264 Days Disch #2 5.45 
352 Days Disch #2 4.95 
440 Days Disch #2 4.70 
528 Days Disch #2 3.95 
616 Days Disch #2 3.75 
704 Days Disch #2 3.35 
792 Days Disch #2 3.40 
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7. Gulton 6.0 ah, One 10-cell Pack, 1.5-hour O r b i t  Period 
(Pack 518): 
a. Cell Description: These cells are rectangular i n  
shape. The cell container and cell cover are made of stainless 
steel. Both terminals are insulated from the cell cover by ceramic 
seals and protrude th rough  the cover as solder type terminals 
Four of the 10 cells are from the same lo t  of cells used for the 
Test and Trai n i  ng (TETR) satel 1 i te. 
b .  Test Parameters: 
(1) Cycling Test Parameters: 
(a)  Test Temperature: 20' C. 
( b )  Discharge C u r r e n t :  0.10 amperes. 
(c )  Charge Current: 0.30 amperes. 
(2)  Special Test: A t  random times the cycling had 
a 1.5-ampere discharge superimposed upon the regular cycle. This 
was done t o  simulate the type of operation encountered by the TETR 
Sate1 1 i te  . 
c. Test Results: 
(1)  Performance on Cycling: (Figure 24) Cycling 
started in February 1969. This pack h a s  completed 4541 cycles. 
The 1 .!&ampere discharge has been superimposed on the regular 
cycling condition a t  random times and for various lengths of tirw 
t o  simulate the conditions encountered in  space. L i m i  t i n g  condi - 
tions were encountered on the four cells from the TETR sa t e l l i t e ,  
indicating a deficiency in these cells; t h u s  permitting the TETR 
project office t o  predict the performance tha t  could be expected 
from the sa t e l l i t e .  Because of the simulation of the sa t e l l i t e  
performance, no capacity checks are run  on these cells.  
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8. Gulton 12.0 ah (OGO) , Six 5-cell Packs, 1.5-hour Orbit 
Period: 
a. Cell Description: These cells are rectangular i n  
shape. The ce l l  container and cel l  cover are made of stainless 
steel. Both terminals are insulated from the cell cover by a 
ceramic seal and protrude through the cover as solder type termi- 
nals. These ce l l s  were designed for use i n  the OGO Sa te l l i t e .  
b .  Test Parameters: 
Percent 
Pack Test Depth of Percent of Charge Voltage 
Number Temperature Discharge Recharge L i m i t ,  Per Cell 
168 0" c 15 11 5 1.55 t 0.03 
1.55 + 0.03 
1.49 - + 0.03 
l O l B  0" c 25 715 I 
27b 25" C 25 125 
9 6i3 25" C 40 125 1.49 5 0.03 
78A 40" C 15 160 1.45 t 0.03 
908 40" C 25 160 1.45 - + 0.03 
c. Test Results: 
( 1)  Performance on Cycling: ( F i  gures 25 and 26) 
Cycling was s ta r ted  i n  January 1966. Packs 16B and l O l B  have 
compl eted 27,018 and 27,808 cycles , respectively . Packs 27B , 96E, 
78A and 9OB fai led on cycles 14,250, 5152, 11,081 and 5124, respec- 
ti vely . 
ce l l s  showed the major cause o f  fa i lure  t o  be separator deterior- 
ation and migration of the negative plate  material. Other condi- 
t ions found were high  internal pressure, b l i s te r ing  on the posit ive 
plates e lectrolyte  leakage and extraneous active material. 
( 2 )  Failure Analysis: Analysis o f  the 13 fai led 
( 3 )  Capaci ty Checks : The  ampere-hour capaci ties on 
the precycli ng and capacity check cycles are as follows: 
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PRECY CL I l\lG AND CAPACI TY CHECKS 
O r b i t  Period 1 e 5- hour 
Temperature O 0  O0 2 5" 25" 
Depth o f  Discharge 15% 25% 25% 40% 
Pack Number 16B lOlB 27B 9 6B 
Precycling Capacity 14.86 14.20 14.10 13.30 
88 Days Disch #2 13.50 14.50 5.90 3.20 
176 Days Disch #2 14.10 14.40 3.50 5.40 
264 Days Disch H2 14.20 12.90 4.10 5.00 
352 Days Disch #2 13.70 13.00 4.20 
440 Days Disch #2 13.70 11.90 4.80 
528 Days Disch #2 12.40 11.00 5.10 
616 Days Disch #2 13.10 10.60 4.00 
704 Days Disch #I2 12.80 10.20 4.30 
792 Days Disch #2 12.70 9.00 3.90 
880 Days Disch #2 12.30 8.88 
968 Days Disch #2 11.80 9.00 
1056 Days Disch #2 11.60 8.40 
1144 Rays Disch H2 11.50 8.80 
1232 Days Disch #2 11.00 8.40 
1320 Days Disch #2 10.50 8.70 
1408 Days Disch #2 10.50 7.70 
1496 Days Disch H2 10.30 7.80 
1584 Days Dlsch #2 9.80 8.00 
F 
F 
F - Fai led 
40" 40" 
15% 25% 
78A 90B 
6.80 11.40 
4.30 5.40 
3.10 3.60 
3.30 3.70 
3.40 
F 
3.40 
3.20 
5.30 
F 
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9. GE 5.0 ah (NIPBUS), S i x  5-cell Packs, 1.5-hour Orbit 
Period: 
a.  Cell Description: These cel ls  are cylindrical i n  
A threaded s t u d  i s  fastened t o  the base 
The cell  container and the cell  
shape w i t h  a convex base. 
t o  f a c i l i t a t e  heat sink mounting. 
cover are made of s ta in less  s t e e l .  Two s ta in less  s tee1 tabs, 
welded t o  the cover, serve as the contacts fo r  the negative tcrmi nal . 
The positive terminal i s  insulated from the cell  cover by a ceramic 
bushing and protrudes through the bushing w i t h  a solder t ab  welded 
to  the terminal. Three cel ls  have pressure transducers mounted on 
the ce l l  to  read internal p re s su re  i n  pounds per square inch 
absol ute. 
Pack 
Number 
i o 3n 
107~*  
106A 
104t;* 
113A 
11 4A* 
These ce l l s  w e k  manufactured t o  ?lIMOUS 'spec! fi cations. 
b . Tcs t ParaiTeters : 
Percent 
Test Depth of 
Temperature Discharge 
0" c 15 
0" c 25 
25" C 15 
25" C 25 
40" c 15 
40" C 25 
Percent of 
Recharge 
110 
110 
1 20 
120 
130 
130 
Charge Val tage 
L i m i t ,  Per Cell 
1.49 - + 0.03 
1.49 .- + 0.03 
1.49 + 0.03 
1.49 - i- 13.03 
1.49 - + 0.03 
1.49 - + 0.03 
- 
* One cell  i n  these packs i s  equipped w i t h  a pressure transducer. 
c. Test Results: 
(1 ) Performance on Cycl i ng: ( F i  gures 27 through 
29) Cycling was s ta r ted  i n  May 1965. Packs 103A, 1078 and 106A 
have completes 26,111 , 25,482 and 26,013 cycles, respectively. 
Packs 1048, 113A and 114A fai led on cycles 13,149, 4998 and 8273, 
respectively . 
( 2 )  Failure Analysis: Analysis of the nine fai led 
ce l l s  shcrwed the major causes of fa i lure  t o  be separator deterior- 
ation and migration of the negative plate material. 
t i  ons found were hi gh internal pressure, e lec t ro ly te  1 eakage , 
Other condi- 
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pierced separator by the negative tab, and b l i s t e r i n g  on the posi- 
t ive p l a t e s .  In addition to  the above failures one p.a& o f  five 
cells was destroyed by thermal runaway caused by the shorting of 
the positive tab to  the top edge of the negative plate. Th i s  
happened because the i ns ul  at1 ng materi a1 wrapped around the posi tive 
tab came loose. 
i n  the flight battery a piece of insulating t u b i n g  was used t o  
cover the positive tab. 
the precycling and capacity check cycles are as follows: 
In order t o  prevent a recurrence of this problem 
(3) Capacity Checks: The ampere-hour capacities on 
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PRECYCLING AND CAPACITY CHECKS 
Orbit  Period 1 .5- hour 
Temperature 0" O0 25' 25" 
Depth o f  Discharge 15% 25% 15% 25% 
Pack Nuther 103A 107A 106A 1048 
Precycling Capacity 5.42 5.21 4.67 5.58 
88 Days Disch #2 5.08 5.50 4.00 3.58 
176 Oays Disch #2 5.38 5.46 4.13 2.54 
264 Days Disch #2 5.58 5.33 3.50 1.75 
352 Days Disch #2 5.42 5.17 3.21 2.04 
440 Days Disch #2 5.54 5.42 3.05 2.00 
528 Days Disch #2 5.13 4.83 3.04 1.46 
616 Days Disch #2 4.75 4.58 3.25 1.83 
704 Days Disch #2 5.00 4.25 3.42 1.38 
792 Days Disch t 2  5.08 5.25 3.13 
880 Days Disch #2 5.04 4.46 3.00 
968 Days Disch #2 5.17 4.46 2.92 
1056 Days Disch #2 4.87 4.37 3.00 
1144 Days Disch #2 5.08 4.21 2.58 
1232 Days Disch #2 4.79 4.29 2.92 
1320 Days Disch #2 4.75 4.42 2.46 
1408 Days Disch H2 4.21 4.08 2.37 
1496 Days Disch #2 4.67 4.37 1.21 
F 
F - Failed 
40" 
15% 
113A 
3.67 
2.42 
2.25 
1.83 
F 
40" 
25% 
114A 
3.83 
2.25 
1.71 
1.63 
1.21 
1 .oo 
F 
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10, Sonotone 3.0 ah (Triple Seal) ,  S i x  5-cell Packsb 
1.5-hour Orbi t Period: 
a. Cell Description: The cell container and the eel 
cover of these cylindrical cells are made of stainless steel. Two 
s ta in less  steel tabs ,  welded t o  the cover, serve as the contacts 
for  the negative terminal. The positive terminal i s  a solder type 
extension of the posi t i  ve plate tab extendi ng th rough  the "negati vel' 
cover and insulated by a ceramic seal between two glass t o  metal 
seals to  form a tr iple seal e Two r i n g  indentations, about 1/32 
inch deep, located about 1/2 inch from each end of the ce l l ,  were 
crimped a f t e r  cell assethly t o  hold the element snugly i n  the 
cy1 i ndri  cal can t o  withstand vi bration. 
b .  Test Parameters: 
Percent 
Pack Test Depth of Percent of Charge Voltage 
Number Temperature Discharge Recharge Lid t, Per Cell 
43B oo c 15 11 5 1.55 2 0.03 
318 oo c 25 115 1.55 5 0.03 
3B 25' C 25 125 1.49 f 0.03 
2B 25' C 40 125 1.49 - f 0.03 
26B 40' C . 15 160 1.45 - f 0.03 
3 78 40' C 25 160 1.45 + - 0.03 
c. Test Results: 
( 7 )  Performance on Cycling: 
Cycling was s ta r ted  i n  July 1965. 
24,682 and 24,359 cycles, respectively. 
failed on cycles 11,726, 5399, 6289 and 5625, respectively. 
( 2 )  Failure Analysis: Analysis of the 13 fai led 
cells shwed tha t  the major causes of fa i lure  were due t o  separator 
deteri oration, m i  grati  on of negati ve plate  materi a1 and excessi ve 
scoring. Other conditions found were weak positive tab-to-plate 
welds electrolyte leakage, pierced separator by g r i d  wires and 
plate tabs, high internal pressure and loosened positive active 
materi a1 . 
(Figures  30 and 31) 
Packs 438 and 31B have completed 
Packs 38, 2B, 26B and 37B 
(3) Capacity Checks : The ampere-hour capaci ties on 
the precycling and capacity check cycles are as follows: 
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PRECYCLING AND CAPACITY CHECKS 
1 e 5-hOUr 
0 O0 O 0  25 O 25" 40" 
Depth o f  Discharge 15% 25% 25% 40% 15% 25% 
Pack Nu 435 31 B 3B 2B 26B 378 
Precycling Capacity 3.23 2.88 3.35 3.60 3.53 3.48 
88 Days Dfsch 52 3.55 3.05 1.40 1.32 1.10 1.05 
176 Days Ddsch #2 3.47 2.78 1.17 1.45 1.40 1.05 
264 Days Ddsch #2 3.50 2.72 1.50 1.62 0.90 1.05 
F F 
F 
352 Days Dfsch #2 2.63 2.67 1.45 0.47 
440 Days Disch #2 3.42 2.27 1.28 
528 Days D-isch #2 3.27 2.12 1.00 
616 Days Disch #2 3.00 2.60 1.30 
704 Days D-isch #2 3.00 2.67 0.40 
792 Days Disch #2 2.75 2.52 
880 Days Disch #2 2.50 2.37 
F 
968 Days Disch #2 2.50 2.48 
1056 Days Disch #2 2.32 2.27 
1144 Days Dfsch #2 2.15 2.20 
1232 Days Disch #2 2.10 2-10 
1320 Days Disch #2 2-00 1.97 
1408 Days Dlsch #2 2.35 1.85 
'8496 Days Disch #2 2.42 1.62 
F - Fa1 led 
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11. Sonotone 3.5 ah, One 10-cell Pack, 1.5-hour O r b i t  
Period (Pack 15B): 
a. Cell Description: These are cylindrical cells made 
of s ta i  nless steel .  One s ta i  nless s tee1 tab i s  welded to  the cover 
for the negative connection. The positive terminal is an extension 
of the positive tab and i s  insulated from the negative cover by a 
ceramic seal. Two r i n g  indentations , about 1/32 i n c h  deep, located 
approximately 1/2 inch from either end of the cell can, were crimped 
af ter  cell assembly to hold the element snugly i n  the cylindrical 
can. 
b . Test Parameters : 
( 1 )  Ini t ia l  Test Parameters ( a t  another t e s t  
faci 1 i ty )  : 
(a)  Test Temperature: -loo C.  
( b )  Depth of Discharge: 10%. 
(c) Percent of Recharge: 110%. 
( d )  Charge Voltage L i m i t :  1.55 f 0.03 volts 
per ce l l ,  average. 
(2 )  Change i n  Test Parameters: The t e s t  tempera- 
ture was raised t o  Oo C af ter  22,900 cycles a t  -10' C a t  another 
t e s t  faci l i ty .  
c. Test Results: 
(1 ) Performance on Cycling: (Figure 32) T h i s  pack 
has completed 14,284 additional cycles a t  0' C w i t h  no cell failures. 
(a) The end-of-discharge voltage is  1.25 volts 
per cell  b u t  the percent of recharge shws some variations between 
100 and 105 percent w i t h  a corresponding variation i n  the end-of- 
charge voltage. 
on the precycling and capacity check cycles are as follows: 
( 2 )  Capacity Checks : The ampere-hour capacities 
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PRECYCLING AND CAPACITY CHECKS 
Orbit Period 1.5-hour 
Temperature 00 
Depth o f  Discharge 10% 
Pack Nunber 1 58 
Precycl i ng Capaci ty 3.18 
88 Days Disch #2 3.09 
176 Days Disch #2 2.86 
264 Days Disch #2 2.95 
352 Days Disch #2 2.77 
440 Days Disch k12 2.60 
528 Days Disch #2 2.71 
616 Days Disch #2 2.77 
704 Days Disch #2 2.74 
792 Days Disch #2 3.06 
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12,  NIFE 3.9 ah, Two 5-cell Packs, 1.5-hour Orbit Period: 
a. Cell Description: The cell container and the cell 
cover of these cylindrical cells  are made o f  stainless steel .  The 
cell container serves as the negati ve terminal . The posi t i  ve 
tertninal i s  a but ton extension o f  the positive p la te  t ab  th rough  
the center o f  the cover. The positive terminal i s  isolated from 
the negative container by mans of a menbrane seal e Connections 
are made by soldering directly t o  the container and the positive 
terminal . 
b . Test Parameters : 
Percent 
Pack Test Depth o f  Percent of Charge Voltage 
Nuher Temperature Discharge Recharge Limit, Per Cell 
1.47 t 0.03 
85C 25' C 25 TO7 1.47 5 0.03 
97c oo C 25 107 - 
c. Test Results: 
(1)  Performance on Cycling: (Figures 33 and 34) 
C-ycling was started in September 1967. Pack 97C h a s  completed 
12,560 cycles t o  date w i t h  no cell failures. Pack 85C fa i l ed  on 
cycle 9356 with i ts  t h i r d  cell failure. The other two cell fa i l -  
ures occurred on cycles 8532 and 8938. 
(2 )  Failure Analysis: T h e  three failed cells shwed 
separator deterioration, migration, shor t ing  across the menbrane 
seal ,  several weak welds, and leakage of electrolyte as indicated 
by deposits around the posi ti ve termi nal . 
on the precycli ng and capacity check cycles are as follows: 
( 2 )  Capacity Checks : The ampere-hour capacities 
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PRECYCLINC AND CAPACITY CHECKS 
O r b i t  Period I .5-hOur 
Temper atu r e  0" 25" 
Depth o f  Discharge 2 5% 25% 
Pack Number 9 7c 85C 
Precycli  ng Capacity 4.10 3.90 
88 Days Disch #2 3.93 3.57 
176 Days Disch f 2  3.93 3.07 
264 Days Disch #2 3.33 3.33 
352 Days Disch #2 3.90 3.10 
440 Days Disch #2 3.27 2.90 
528 Days Disch #2 3.47 2.30 
616 Days Disch #2 3.60 2.20 
704 Days Disch #2 3.73 
F 
F - Fai led 
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B.  Si 1 ver-Cadmi um Types : 
1. Yardney 5.0 ah , Four 5-cell Packs, 24-hour Orbit Period: 
a. Cell Description: These are vented cells, rectan- 
gular i n  shape, with cell jars  and cell covers molded of a plastic 
material. The separator material i s  pellon and cellophane. The 
cells were individually epoxy potted a t  the Goddard Space F l J g h t  
Center to  hermeti cally seal them. 
b. Test Parameters: 
Percent 
Pack Test Depth o f  Charge Voltage 
Number Temperature Discharge L i m i t ,  Per Cell 
11 3B 0" c 20 1.50 - + 0.03 
778 25" C 20 1.50 - + 0.03 
1058 25" C 20 1.50 - + 0.03 
1288 40" C 20 1.50 50.03 
c. Test Results: 1 
(1) Performance on Cycling: (Figure 35) Cycling 
was started i n  January 1967. 
date w i t h  no cell failures. Packs 77U, 105B and 1286 failed on 
cycles 661, 77 and 269 respectively. (Prior t o  start of th is  test ,  
Packs 77B and 105B were cycled a t  Goddard Space F l i g h t  Center for 
about 1 year. Most o f  tha t  "cycling" was continuous float.) 
cells  showed t h a t  the failures were due t o  silver migration and 
separator deterioration which resulted i n  internally shorted cells. 
(3) Capacity Checks: The anpere-hour capacities on 
the precycling and capacity check cycles are as follows: 
Pack 1138 completed 1053 cycles t o  
( 2 )  Failure Analysis: Analysis of the nine failed 
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PRECYCLING AND CAPACITY CHECKS 
Orbit Period 2.4- h our 
Temper a t u  re 0" 25 " 25" 40" 
Depth o f  Discharge 20% 20% 20% 20% 
Pack Plumber 1 1 3  77B 105B 128B 
Precycling Capacity 4.08 5.02 4.95 6.47 
F 
100 Days 5.27 4.92 5.53 
200 Days 
300 Days 
4.08 4.77 1.25 
4.67 4.67 
F 
400 Days 5.55 4.67 
500 Days 4.03 1.25 
600 Days 
700 gays 
5.06 2.35 
4.03 
F 
800 Days 5 .15  
F - Fai led 
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11. CELLS USING SOPHISTICATED CHARGE CONTROL METHODS AW DEVICES: 
As a continuous effort  t o  improve cells and cell l i f e ,  nw types 
of charge control methods and devices are being developed. Charge 
control methods being tested a t  NAD Crane are as follows: h i g h  
overcharge current capabilities, auxiliary electrode, stabistor, 
coulometer, Sherfey upside-down cycling, the two-step regulator and 
internal mechanical pressure devices. 
A.  Hi gh Overcharge Current Capabi 1 i ties : These cells were 
constructed t o  withstand continuous charge rates as h i g h  as c/l for 
extended periods o f  time. 
1. Gulton 1.25 ah , (Nickel-Cadmi um) , Four 5-cell Packs, 
1.5-hour Orbi t  Period: 
a. Cell Description: These cells are rectangular i n  
shape. The cell container and cell cover are made of stainless 
steel .  The positive terminal i s insulated from the cell cover by 
a ceramic seal whereas the negative terminal is  conmon t o  the can. 
50th are solder type terminals. The cell containers were somewhat 
larger than normally expected for a 1.25 ampere-hour cell and each 
cell was equipped with a pressure gage. 
b .  Test Parameters: 
(1)  Ini t ia l  Test Parameters: 
Pack Test Percent Depth 
Number Temperature of Discharge Charge C u r r e n t  
74B -zoo c 25 1.25 Amps 
889 -20" c 60 1.25 Amps 
108B oo c 
9 8B oo c 
6. Test Results: 
25 
60 
1.25 Anips 
1.25 Amps 
(1)  Performance on Cycling: (Figures 36 th rough  38) 
Cycling was started i n  March 1966. 
conpleted 21,006, 20,397 and 21,311 cycles, respectively. Pack 988 
failed on cycle 12,247. 
Packs 748, 88D and 108B have 
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(a)  Pack 748: These cells developed pressures 
in  excess of 150 ps ig .  
4 and 6 ,  and w i t h  the reduction o f  the charge current from 1.25 t o  
1 .OO ampere, the i nternal pressure remai ned low for over 6000 cycles. 
A t  cycle 6294, about 8 days a f te r  the capacity checks following 352 
days of cycling, the  internal pressure i n  cell nuher 1 increased 
and the gas was released. A t  cycle 11,011 , about 40 days af ter  the 
capacity checks following 616 days o f  cycl i ng, the i nternal pressure 
increased i n  all cells and the gas w a s  again released. Similarly, 
a t  cycle 13,062, following the capacity checks after 792 days of 
cycling, the pressure i n  cell number 1 increased and the gas w a s  
released and t h a t  o f  each of the five cells was released a t  cycle 
14,450 following the capacity checks af ter  880 days o f  cycling. 
There were no cell failures . 
After release of the gas following cycles 
(b) Pack 88U: These cells developed pressures 
i n  excess of 150 psig. After release o f  the gas following cycles 
3 and 5 ,  the charge current was reduced  from 1.25 to 1 .OO ampere. 
A t  cycle 46 the gas was again released i n  cell nunher 2, a t  which 
time the depth of discharge w a s  reduced from 60 t o  25 percent. I t  
was necessary t o  release the gas i n  each of the five cells a t  cycle 
10,399, approximately 40 days af ter  the capacity checks following 
616 days of  cycling; and a t  cycle 13,839, following the capacity 
checks after 880 dqys of cycling. The one failed cell shawed severe 
migration of the negative plate material and blisterjng on the posi-  
t ive plates . 
(c)  Pack 988: The three cells which failed a t  
cycles 5033, 5513 and 12,247, respectively, shwed severe migration 
of negative material and blistering of the positive plates. Two 
of these cells had developed high internal pressure as evidenced by 
bulged cases. 
(2 )  Capaci ty  Checks : The ampere-hour capacities on 
the precycling and capacity check cycles are as follows: 
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PRECYCLING AND CAPACITY CHECKS 
Orb i t  Period 
Temper a tu re 
Depth o f  Discharge 
Pack Nuher  
Precycl ing Capacity 
88 Days Disch #2 
176 Days Disch #2 
264 Days Oisch #2 
352 Days Disch #2 
440 Days Disch #2 
528 Days Disch #2 
616 Days pisch #2 
704 Days Disch it'2 
792 Days Disch #2 
880 Days Oisch #2 
968 Days Uisch #2 
1056 Days Disch #2 
1144 Days Disch #2 
1232 Days Disch #2 
-zoo 
25% 
748 
1.43 
0 -39 
0.42 
0.40 
0.47 
0.36 
0.47 
0.41 
0.34 
0.29 
0.27 
0.27 
0.30 
0.25 
0.30 
1 e 5- hour 
-zoo 
60%" 
88D 
1.28 
0.36 
0.52 
0.35 
0.40 
0.35 
0.37 
0.36 
0.31 
0.28 
0.27 
0.28 
0.30 
0.28 
0.29 
O 0  
25% 
108B 
1.78 
1.76 
1.59 
1.43 
1.35 
1.32 
1.13 
0.92 
0.55 
1.01 
0.87 
0.66 
0.58 
0.42 
0.61 
QE/C 70-173 
00 
60% 
98B 
7.83 
1.60 
1.39 
0.95 
1.05 
0.87 
0 e 8 6  
0.99 
0.81 
F 
* Depth o f  discharge was reduced t o  25% a f te r  46 
cycles e 
F - Fai led 
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B.  Auxiliary Electrode: Nickel-cadmium cells have been devel- 
oped with an auxiliary electrode whose voltage, w i t h  respect to  the 
negative terminal, i s  dependent upon the partial pressure o f  oxygen 
in the cell.  When a nickel-cadniium cell is  being charged, i t  gener- 
ates oxygen very slowly unti 1 i t  nears 80 percent o f  the required 
recharge; then suddenly,  the amount of oxygen generated internally 
increases rapidly. The increased oxygen pressure causes a fas t  r ise 
in voltage between the auxiliary electrode and the negative terminal. 
This increasing voltage i s  used t o  signal a control circuit t o  reduce 
or termi nate the charge current. The charge-current control ci rcui t 
utilizes the auxiliary electrode voltage o f  each cell i n  the pack 
t o  reduce the charging rate after the cells have received the 
desired amount of recharge. The circuit  i s  designed t o  monitor 
the auxiliary electrode voltage of each cell while the 5-cell pack 
i s  being charged. As the auxiliary electrode voltage of any one 
cell of the pack approaches a preset value, the circuit  begins t o  
reduce the charge current. blhen the auxiliary electrode voltage 
of any cell reaches the predetermined voltage ( t r i p  voltage), the 
charge current will be reduced t o  a preset tr ickle or t o  zero. 
1.5-hour O r b i t  Period: 
1. Gulton 6.0 ah (Mickel-Cadmiw) , Three 5-cell Packs, 
a. Cell Description: These cells are rectangular in  
shape. The cell container and the cell cover are made of stainless 
s teel .  Both terminals are insulated from the cell cover by ceramic 
seals and protrude through the cover as solder type terminals. A 
stainless steel tab, welded to  the cover, provides the terminal for 
the auxiliary electrode. The auxiliary electrode i s  welded to  the 
inner surface o f  the cell container. A resistor i s  mounted exter- 
nally between the auxiliary electrode and the negative terminal. 
b e  Test Parameters: 
Percent Tri p Auxi li ary 
Pack Test Depth o f  Voltage Level Electrode 
Number Temperature Discharge (Millivolts) Resistors (Ohm) 
483 * 40 170 6.8 
24C * 25 170 6.8 
60B * 15 170 6.8 
* These cells are i n  an ah,ient temperature which varies sinusoi- 
dally from 0" t o  40" C w i t h i n  a period of 24 hours. After 260 
days,  the tenperature cycle per1 od was increased t o  48 hours ; 
all other parameters remained the same. 
I 
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c. Test Results: 
( 1 )  Performance on Cycling: (F igu res  39 and 40) 
Cycling was started i n  Apr i l  1967. Pack 48B failed on cycle 6156. 
Packs 24C and 60B have completed 15,253 and 15,272 cycles, respec- 
tively w i t h  no cell failures. 
indications are that  the auxiliary electrode, when used for charge 
control 
under which these packs were operated, without temperature coven- 
sa tion. 
(a) From the t e s t  data obtained t o  date the 
operates satisfactorily over the range of temperatures 
( b )  A l l  cells i n  pack 488, operating a t  40 per- 
cent depth o f  discharge failed on or  before cycle 6156. The f irst  
cell failure (cycle 3669) resulted from the s h o r t i n g  together of 
the positive and auxiliary electrodes due t o  insufficient separator 
between one edge of the positive plates and the auxiliary electrode. 
T h i s  cell also showed severe separator deterioration, migration of  
negative materi a1 and blistered positive plates . The second cell 
failure (cycle 6139) resulted from a short ing condition caused by a 
piece of extraneous pos i ti ve materi a1 , excess i ve mi grat i on o f  nega- 
ti ve materi a1 and separator deteri oration, particularly a t  that 
p o i n t ;  and the positive plates were blistered. T h i s  cell also had 
h i g h  pressure (bulged case), leakage as evidenced by a deposit on 
the welded seam, and a weak weld between the auxiliary electrode and 
the bracket on the inside wall of the cell .  The remaining three 
cells fa i led on cycle 6156, due t o  excessive separator deterioration, 
and migration of negative material. These three cells had blistered 
positive plates and high internal pressure as evidenced by their  
bulged cases. Two o f  these cells indicated leaks by deposits around 
the ceramic seals,  one of  which also had a weak weld between the 
auxi l iary electrode and the bracket on the inside wall of the cell.  
These weak welds may be the result of failure to  remove active 
material from the g r i d  of the auxiliary electrode before welding i t  
t o  the bracket. 
(2 )  Capaci ty Checks: The ampere-hour capaci t ies  on 
the precyling and capacity check cycles are  as follows: 
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PRECYCLING AND CAPACITY CHECKS 
Orbit Peri od 
Temperature 
Depth o f  Discharge 
Pack i'4uher 
Precycl I ng Capaci t y  
88 Days 
176 Days 
264 Days 
352 Da,ys 
440 Days 
528 Days 
616 Days 
704 Days 
792 Days 
880 Days 
* 
40% 
488 
7.40 
3.68 
2.80 
3.76 
3.20 
3.84 
F 
1 .5-hour 
* 
25% 
24C 
7.20 
6.90 
6.55 
6.30 
4.15 
3.25 
3.09 
3.10 
2.90 
2.55 
2.10 
* 
15% 
606 
7.45 
7.02 
7.20 
6.45 
7.14 
6.33 
6.63 
5.61 
5.04 
4.68 
4.11 
* The temperature cycle i s  stopped at 25' C 
for each capacity check cycle.  
F - Failed 
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2. Gulton 6.0 ah (Nickel-Cadmium) , Two 5-cell Packs, 
1.5-hour Orbit Period: 
a. Cell Description: These cells are rectangular i n  
shape. The cell container and the cell cover are made of stainless 
s teel .  Both terminals are insulated from the cell cover by ceramic 
seals and protrude through the cover as solder type terminals. A 
stainless steel  tab ,  welded t o  the cover, provides the terminal for 
the auxiliary electrode. The auxiliary electrode i s  welded t o  the 
inner surface of the cell container. A resistor i s  mounted exter- 
nally bebeen the auxiliary electrode and the negative terriii nal. 
b .  Test Parameters : 
Percent Trip Auxi l i  ary 
Pack Test Depth of Voltage Level E 1 ec t rode 
Number Temperature Discharge (Millivolts) Resistors (Ohm) 
58D * 25 170 6.8 
36 D * 15 170 6.8 
* These cells are in an a h i e n t  tenperature which varies sinusoi- 
dally from 0' t o  40' C within a period of 48 h o u r s .  
c. Test Results: 
(1)  Performance on Cycling: (Figures 41 and 42) 
Cycling was started in January 1969. Packs 58D and 36D have cow 
pleted 5374 and 5377 cycles, respectively, w i t h  no cell failures. 
These packs are being cycled wi thou t  interruption for capacity 
check. The cycle l i f e  results will l a t e r  be compared t o  packs 
t h a t  do receive capacity checks every 88 days. 
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3. Gulton 12.0 ah (Nickel-Cadmium), Four 5-cell PacksI 
1.5-hour O r b i t  Period: 
a. Cell Description: These cells are rectangular i n  
shape. The cell container and cell cover are made of stainless 
steel .  Both terminals are insulated from the cell cover by ceramic 
seals and protrude th rough  the cover as solder type terminals. A 
stainless steel tab i s  welded t o  the cell cover for  the auxiliary 
electrode terminal. The auxiliary electrode i s  welded t o  the inner 
surface o f  the cell container. A resistor i s  mounted externally 
between the auxi l i  ary electrode and the negative temi nal . Recharge 
percentage may be changed by adjusting the voltage level o f  the 
auxi l i  ary electrode detector ci rcui t and/or varying the auxiliary 
electrode resistance while maintaining a fixed voltage t o  the 
detector ci rcui t . 
b. Test Paranleters: . 
Pe rce n t  Tri p Auxi 1 i ary 
Pack Test Depth of Voltage Level Electrode 
fJunber Temperature Discharge (Millivolts) Resistors (Ohms) 
70 A 0" c 25 70 6.2 
71 B 0" c 40 70 6.2 
11B 25" C 40 1 50 6.2 
4 78 40" c 25 230 6.2 
c. Test Results: 
(1)  Performance on Cycling: (Fi g u m  43 and 44) 
Cycling was started on Pack 11B in October 1966, on packs 47B and 
71U i n  January 1967 and on pack 70A in February 1967. Pack 70A 
has completed 16,062 cycles t o  date with no failures. Packs 71B, 
118 and 47B failed on cycles 15,275, 11,933 and 6537, respectively. 
(2 )  Failure Analysis : Analysis of the seven fai led 
cells shcwed that the failure was due t o  separator deterioration and 
migration of the negative plate materi a1 . Other conditions found i n 
these cells were high internal pressure and electrolyte leakage. 
( 3 )  Capacity Checks: The ampere-hour capacities on 
the precycling and capacity check cycles a re  as follows: 
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PRECY CLI NG AND CAPACI JY CHECKS 
O r b i t  Period 1.5-hour 
Tenp er a t  u re 0" O* 25" 
k p t h  o f  Discharge 25% 40% 40% 
Pack Mumber 70A 71 B 115 
Precycling Capacity 15.0 15.4 15.9 
88 Days Disch #2 14.9 15.2 14.0 
176 Days Disch #2 15.4 74.5 8.1 
264 Days Discb #2 14.7 14.4 6.5 
352 Days Disch #2 9.9 
440 Days Disch #2 11.6 
528 Days Disch #2 10.6 
616 Days Dish #2 9.5 
704 Days Disch f 2  9.2 
792 Days Disch #2 9.1 
880 Days Disch #2 5.7 
968 Days Disch #2 
F - Failed 
13.0 7.7 
11.5 9 .o 
10.7 7.7 
9.1 7.4 
11.3 7.1 
F 
10.4 
9.5 
7.8 
40' 
25% 
47B 
14.3 
3.7 
3.5 
3.2 
5.6 
3.4 
6.3 
F 
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4. Gu l ton  20 ah (OAO) , (Nickei-Cadmium) Three 5-cell 
Packs, 1.5-hour Orbit Period: 
a. Cell Description: 
(1 )  Each pack consists of three conventional cells ,  
two ce l l s  w i t h  an auxiliary electrode, and a coulometer. Both 
types of c e l l s ,  used i n  OAO s a t e l l i t e s ,  are rectangular i n  shape. 
The cell container and cell  cover are'made of s ta in less  s t ee l .  
B o t h  terminals are insulated from the cover by ceramic seals and 
protrude through the cover as solder type terminals. Each ceramic 
seal i s  s e t  i n  an expansion j o i n t  t o  remove the stress placed on 
the seal by the movement of the plates or  cel l  covers. 
( a )  The cel ls  w i t h  auxiliary electrode have a 
s ta in less  s tee l  tab welded t o  the cover for  the auxiliary electrode 
terminal. The auxiliary electrode is welded t o  the inner surface 
of the cell  container. A resistor i s  mounted externally bebeen 
the auxi l i  ary electrode and the negative termi nal . 
type and are rated a t  20 ampere-hours. They are of the same case 
construction as the cells described above. 
( t t )  The coulonleters are of the cadmium-cadmiun 
( 2 )  These packs are cycled w i t h  auxi l i  ary electrode 
control. A coulometer on each pack is  monitored to  note harJ well 
the two cnarge control devices i n  the pack function. 
\ 
b .  Test Parameters: 
Percent Tri p Auxi li  ary 
Pack Test k p t h  of Voltage Level Electrode 
Nunber Temperature Discharge (Mi 1 l i  volts) Resistors (Ohms) 
58C * 40 250 47 
36 C * 25 2 50 47 
12D * 15 250 47 
* These cells are i n  an ambient temperature which  varies sinusoi- 
dally from 0" t o  40" C w i t h i n  a cycle peri od of 48 hours. 
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c. Test Results: 
(1 ) Performance on Cycling: ( F i g u r e  45) Cycling 
was s tar ted i n  February 1968. 
131 and 966, respectively; b u t  Pack 12D was discontinued on cycle 
7262. A l l  three packs were returned t o  Goddard Space F l i g h t  Center 
for fai  1 u r e  analysis. 
( 2 )  Capacity Checks : The ampere-hour capacities on 
the precycli ng and capacity check cycles are as follows: 
Pack 58C and 36C fa i led on cycles 
Pack Number 58C 36C 12D 
Temperature * * * 
Precycl i ng 
Capacity 22.7 22.9 25.3 
88 Days 13.7 
176 Days 6.3 
F F 
264 Days 5.8 
352 Days 5.7 
,440 Days 6.9 
D 
* The temperature cycle i s  stopped a t  
25O C f o r  each capacity check cycle. 
F - Failed 
13 - Discontinued 
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5. Gulton 20 ah (OM) (Nickel-Cadmium) Three 5-cell 
Packs, 1 .5-hour O r b i t  Period: 
a. Cell Description: These cells are rectangular i n  
shape. The cell container and cell cover are made of stainless 
steel .  Both terminals are insulated from the cover by ceramic 
seals and protrude through the cover as solder type terminals. 
Each ceramic seal i s  set  in an expansion j o i n t  t o  remove the 
stress placed on the seal by the movenent of the plates o r  cell 
cover. A stainless steel t a b  is  welded t o  the cover for the 
auxi l i  ary electrode temi na l .  The auxi l i  ary electrode is welded 
t o  the inner surface of the cell container. A resistor i s  mounted 
externally between the auxi l i  ary electrode and negative tern-nal . 
This type cell was used in OAO satell i tes.  
b, Test Parameters: 
Percent T r i p  Voltage L i  mi ts 
Iiumber Temperature Discharge (Mi l l i  volts) Upper Lower 
548 oo c 15 250 1.54 1.47 
Pack Test Depth of Voltage Level Per Cell Average 
198 25' C 15 250 1.45 1.38 
38E 40' C 15 300 1.40 1.33 
Auxi l i  ary Electrode Resistors : 47 Ohms 
c. Test Results: 
(1)  Performance on Cycling: 
48) 
completed 9993 and 10,004 cycles, respectively, with no cell fail-  
ures. 
(Figures 46 t h r o u g h  
Cycling was started i n  March 1968. Packs 548 and 19B have 
( a )  Pack 38E: All the cells fai led due t o  loss 
of capacity a t  the h igh  temperature on cycle 4943. 
(2)  Capacity Checks : The ampeE-hour capaci ties on 
the precycli ng and capacity check cycles are  as follaurs: 
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PRECYCLIIJG AND CAPACITY CHECKS 
Orbit Period 
Teniperature 
Depth o f  Pischarge 
Pack Number 
Precycl i ng Capaci t y  
88 Days 
176 Days 
264 Days 
352 Days 
440 Days 
528 Days 
F - Failed 
O0 
15% 
548 
22.7 
25.1 
22.7 
24.7 
23.6 
24.8 
21.5 
1 .5-hOUr 
25O 40° 
15% 15% 
198 38E 
23.3 17.3 
19.8 5.6 
17 .3  3.7 
14.9 2.9 
13.7 
F 
8.7 
8.9  
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6 .  Gulton 20 ah (OM), (Nickel-Cadmium) , One 5-cell Pack, 
1.5-hour O r b i t  Period (Pack 48C) : 
a. Cell Description: 
( 1 )  These cells are rectangular i n  shape. The cell  
container and cell cover are made of s ta in less  s tee l  e Both terminals 
are insulated from the cover by ceramic seals  and protrude through 
the cover as solder type terminals. Each ceramic seal is set  i n  an 
expansion j o i n t  t o  remove the stress placed on the seal by the move- 
ment of the plates o r  cell cover. A s ta in less  s t ee l  tab i s  welded 
t o  the cover for  the auxiliary electrode terminal. The auxiliary 
electrode is welded t o  the inner surface of the cell container. A 
res i s tor  is mounted externally between the auxi l iary electrode and 
negative terminal. T h i s  type cell was used i n  OAO satellites. 
or pressure transducer. Before cycling w a s  s ta r ted ,  the amount of 
precharged cadmium material was adjusted so t h a t  two cells had 0.0 
ah, two had 4.0 ah and two had 8.0 ah. This  was accomplished by a 
procedure speci f i  ed by Gbddard Space Fli gh t Center. 
( 2 )  Each cell was f i t t e d  with e i the r  a pressure gage 
, 
b. Test Parameters: 
(1) Test Temperature: These ce l l s  are i n  an arhient 
temperature which varies sinuosidally from 0' t o  40' C w i t h i n  a 
period of 48 h o u r s .  
(2)  Depth of Discharge: 25%. 
( 3 )  T r i p  Voltage Level: 300 Millivolts. 
(4)  Auxiliary Electrode Resistors: 51 Ohms. 
c. Test Results: 
S 
5 
h 
(1) Performance on Cycling: (Figure 49) Cycling 
tarted i n  May 1969. Pack 48C h a s  completed 1360 cycles. On cycles 
186 and 627 cel l  number 1 (8.0 ah o f  precharged cadmium) developed , 
i gh  internal pressure. 
t o  decrease while the cells were on open circui t .  On cycle 627, four 
ampere-hours of precharged cadmium were removed and the cell returned 
t o  cycling. To date there have been no fur ther  d i f f icu l t ies .  
In both cases the gas pressure w a s  allowed 
(2)  Capacity Checks : The ampere-hour capaci ty , a f t e r  
461 cycles , was 8.67 ampere-hours. 
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7. Gfi 6.0 ah (Nickel-Cadmium) , Eight  5-cell Packs, 
1.5-hour Orbit Period: 
a. Cell Description: These cells are rectangular in  
shape. The cell container and the cell cover are made of stainless 
steel .  Both terminals are insulated from the cell cover by ceramic 
seals and protrude through the cover as solder type terminals. A 
stainless steel t a b ,  welded t o  the cover, provides the terminal for 
the auxiliary electrode. The auxiliary electrode i s  welded to  the 
inner surface of the cell container. A resistor i s  mounted exter- 
nally between the auxiliary electrode and the negative terminal. 
The cells of four packs contain Type C auxiliary electrode (Code 
AB13), which  is  a sintered nickel plaque w i t h  a Teflon coating; 
whereas those of the other four packs contain Type B auxiliary 
electrode (Code Af314), which is a platnium loaded s i n t e r e d  nickel 
plaque w i t h  no Teflon coating. 
b .  Test Parameters: 
Percent Trip Auxiliary Type o f  
Pack Test Depth of Voltage Level Electrode Auxiliary 
Nuher Temperature Discharge (Mi l l i  vol ts)  Resistors Electrode 
52c 0" c 25 250 . 82 Ohms C 
50B 0" c 25 250 82 Ohm B 
58 25" C 25 2 50 82 Ohms C 
17l3 2 5 O  C 25 2 50 82 Ohms B 
6C 40" C 25 250 82 Ohms C 
42C 40" c 25 250 82 Ohms B 
62B * 25 2 50 82 Ohms C 
656 * 25 2 50 82 Ohms B 
* These cells are in  an a b i e n t  temperature which varies sinusoi- 
dally from 0" t o  40" C within a cycle period o f  48 hours.  
c. Test Results: 
(1) Performance on Cycli ng: (F igu res  50 th rough  
56) 
62% and 6% have completed 8784, 9057, 8198, 9082, 9047, 2316 and 
Cycling started i n  June 1968. Packs 52C, 50B 5B 178, 42C, 
100 
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8270 cycles, respectively, w i t h  one cell failure i n  pack 52C. Pack 
6C fai led on cycle 8072 w i t h  three cell failures. 
showed t h a t  the major causes o f  fa i lure  were due t o  ceramic shorts ,  
separator deterioration and migration o f  the negative plate  material. 
All four cells a l so  had bulged cases caused by high internal pres- 
sure. 
( 2 )  Failure Analysis: Analysis o f  four fa i led cells 
(3) Capacity Checks: The ampere-hour capacities on 
the precycling and capacity check cycles are as follows: 
Pack Nurrber 52C 508 5B 17B 6C 42C 626 658 
Temperature O°C O°C 2 5 O C  25OC 40°C: 40°C * * 
Auxi 1 i ary 
Elect rode C B c B C B C 6 
Precycl i ng 
Capacity 7.05 7.20 7.50 7.38 5.55 5.10 7.40 7.70 
88 Days 6.50 7.40 3.20 4.70 1.50 1.50 1.15 5.80 
176 Days 4.85 7.30 1.85 3.20 1.55 1.75 5.75 
264 Days 3.10 7.25 1.50 2.20 2.10 2.20 2.65 
352 Days 4.15 7.20 1.65 1.85 2.10 2.15 2.45 
440 Days 3.35 7.05 1.75 1.90 2.50 2.10 2.00 
F 
* These ce l l s  are i n  an a h i e n t  temperature which varies sinusoi- 
dally f r o m  0' t o  40' C w i t h i n  a cycle period of 48 h o u r s .  The 
temperature cycle is stopped a t  25' C for  each capacity check 
cycle. 
F - Failed 
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8. 
hour Orbit Period: 
GE 6.0 ah (Nickel-Cadmium) , Three 5-cell Packs, 3.5- 
a. Cell Description: These cells are rectangular in 
shape. The cell container and cover are made of stainless steel. 
Both tem'nals are insulated from the cell cover by ceramfc seals 
and protrude through the cover as solder type terminals. There a re  
two auxiliary electrodes i n  each cell; the signal and the gas recom- 
bina t ion  electrodes. the signal electrode, w h i c h  i s  used for charge 
control, i s  welded t o  the inside of the container, and i t s  terminal 
is a stainless steel t a b  welded t o  the outside. The gas recombina- 
t ion  electrode is welded t o  a wire tha t  protrudes through a hole i n  
the cell a v e r  which  is potted to  seal the cell.  Different values 
of resistance are used t o  connect the signal and gas recombination 
electrodes t o  the negative terminal. The cells were developed under  
contract MAS 5-10261. 
Pack 
Number 
5 36 
28C 
47c 
* Gas 
b. Test Parameters : 
P e rce n L 
Test Depth of 
Temperature D i  s ch arge 
oo c 15 
I 
2 5 O  c 15 
4oo c 15 
Trip 
Voltage Level Signal Electrode 
(Millivolts) Resistors (Ohms)* 
185 300 
70 10 
58 10 
Reconbination Electrode Resistars : 1 Ohm 
c'. Test Results: 
(1) Performance on Cycling: 
53) Cycling was started i n  July 1968. Packs 53B and 28C have 
completed 8080 and 8168 cycles respectively.. Pack 47C was discon- 
tinued on cycle 5842. One cell was removed from each pack and 
returned t o  the manufacturer for analysis. These cell removals 
occurred on cycle 4039 for 5 3 ,  on cycle 4095 for 28C and on cycle 
4063 for 47C. Two additional cells (one failed and one nonfailed) 
from 47C were returned t o  the manufacturer fo r  analysis as outlined 
in the IJASA contract. 
(Figures 57 t h r o u g h  
( 2 )  Failure Analysis: Analysis of the failed cell 
from pack 47C shwed the major cause of failure t o  be separator 
deterioration and migration of negative plate material e The case 
had a l so  bulged due t o  h i g h  internal pressure. 
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One c e l l  f r o m  47C which d i d  not  f a i l  was analyzed f o r  conparison 
w i th  the f a i l e d  c e l l .  The conditions found i n  t h i s  c e l l  were 
s i m i l a r  t o  the f a i l e d  c e l l  except t ha t  the  separator de ter io ra t ion  
and migrat ion were not  as severe. 
(2) Capaci ty Checks : The ampere-hour capacit ies 
on the capacity check cycles are as fol lows: 
Pack Number 53B 2% 47c 
Temperature O°C 25°C 40°C 
88 Days 6.96 7.74 5.22 
176 Days 6.80 6.50 1.50 
264 Days 6.75 6.30 1.75 
352 Days 6.05 5.50 
F 
440 Days 1.71 3.00 
528 Days 0.90 
F - Fai led 
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9.  ESU, Inc. 8.0 a h  (Silver-Cadmium), One 5-cell Back, 
8-hour Orbit Period (Pack 1U) : 
a. Cell Description: These cells are rectangular i n  
shape. The cell j a r s  and cell covers are molded of a plastic 
material. Each cell is equipped w i t h  a pressure gage, auxiliary 
electrode , and cellophane bellows. The auxi liary electrode is  
used for  gas reconhination only. The plastic bellows, located 
i n  the bottom of the ce l l ,  i s  used t o  control the electrolyte 
level inside the cell .  
b .  Test Parameters: 
(1) Test Temperature: 25' C .  
(2 )  Depth of Discharge: 25%. 
(3) Charge Voltage L i m i t :  1.51 1: 0.03 volts per 
(4)  Orbit Period: 8 h o u r s .  
cell , average. 
c. Test Results: 
(1) Performance on Cycling: (Figure 60) Cycling 
was started i n  Septenber 1966. This pack has completed 3387 cycles 
t o  date with two failures. 
(a)  One cell failed on cycle 1379 due t o  an 
internal short which caused the cell t o  develop h i g h  pressure 
resulting i n  the r u p t u r e  of the plastic case. The other cell 
failed on cycle 3253. 
acti ve (mushy ) materi a1 , separator de teri oration , and carbonate 
desposi ts around the outside negative terminal . 
on the precycling and capacity check cycles are as follows: 
This cell showed excessive migration, loose 
(2 )  Capacity Checks: The ampere-hour capaci t ies 
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Precycl i ng 
Days 
80 
21 1 
30 4 
3'3 2 
475 
568 
GCil 
754 
841 
9 35 
1094 
PRECYCLING AND CAPACITY CHECKS 
8.20 ah 
ah 
12.67 
11.63 
11.50 
3.73 
5.90 
2.40 
6.40 
3.57 
3.90 
4.20 
2.67 
Days 
106 
238 
332 
425 
50 6 
60 1 
694 
787 
868 
9 99 
ah 
10.17 
12.43 
9.07 
2.87 
7.53 
6.73 
5.17 
3.40 
3.33 
3.63 
Days 
175 
29 0 
36 5 
453 
533 
629 
722 
81 5 
902 
1027 
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ah 
12.27 
12.23 
4.77 
4.83 
7.77 
6.77 
4.80 
4.03 
4.43 
3.37 
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10. Yardney 11 .O ah (Silver-Cadmium) , Three 5-cell Packs, 
24-hour Orbit Period: 
a. Cell Description: These cells are rectangular i n  
shape. The cell jars and covers are made of a plastic material. 
An auxiliary electrode (adhydrode type) was installed i n  each cell 
by Goddard Space Flight Center before being individually epoxy 
potted with a wrap of fiberglass material t o  h e m t i c a l l y  seal and 
strengthen them. The auxiliary electrode is  used for gas wconbi- 
nation only. 
b .  Test Parameters: 
Percent Auxi 1 i ary 
Pack Test Oepth of Charge Voltage Electrode 
Nunber Temperature Discharge Limit, Per Cell Resistors (ahms) 
57D oo c 18 1.51 1 
69B 25" C 18 1.51 1 
33c 40" C 18 1.51 1 
c. Test Results: 
(1) Performance on Cycling: (Figures 61 through 
Cycling was started in February 1968. Packs 57D, 69B and 33C 63) 
have completed 651, 507 and 447 cycles respectively. Packs 69B 
and 33C have failed and Pack 57D has one cell failure t o  date. 
(2 )  Failure Analysis: Analysis of the seven failed 
cells shawed the major cause of failure t o  be loose negative material, 
m i  grati  on of the negati ve p la te  mater4 a1 and separator de teri  orati on. 
Other conditions found wew weak tab-to-plate welds and electrolyte 
leakage. 
(3) Capaci ty Checks : The ampere-hour capaci t ies  on 
the capacity check cycles are as follows: 
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PRECYCLING &\ID CAPACITY CHECKS 
O r b i t  Period 
Temperature 
Depth o f  Discharge 
Pack Nunber 
100 Days 
200 Da-ys 
300 Days 
400 Days 
500 Days 
O0 
1 8% 
57D 
4. IO 
7.20 
4.10 
2.85 
13.35 
24- hour 
2 5' 
1 8% 
69B 
7.55 
7.00 
3.50 
2.20 
1.85 
F 
40 O 
1 8% 
33c 
8.70 
6.85 
5.15 
4.85 
F 
F - Failed 
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C. Coulometer: The coulometb i s  a device w h i c h  measures the 
amount o f  electrical charge (coulonbs or anpere-hours) passed 
through i t .  
reaction which is directly proportional t o  the product o f  the magni- 
tude o f  the current and the time for which i t  i s  passed. The coulom- 
eter  used w i t h  nickel-cadniium cells i s  made from two sets o f  cadmium 
hydroxide plates bathed i n  KOH electrolyte, and constructed i n  a 
manner similar t o  that of a nickel-cadmium cell .  Coulometer action 
is obtained by imbalancing the two sets  of plates, s o  that when one 
s e t  i s  reduced t o  cadmium by the passage o f  charge, the other s e t  i s  
oxidized t o  cadmium hydroxide. T h i s  reaction continues a t  a low 
voltage on the coulometer u n t i l  the inbalance is conplete. Then the 
coulometer voltage ri ses very sharply. The coulometer reaction can 
take place i n  ei ther direction, charge or discharge, because the 
coulometer reaction is  completely reversable. Thus i t  is easy to 
detect when 100 percent o f  the discharge has been returned t o  the 
cells.  
I t  accomplishes this by means o f  an electrochemical 
1. Gul ton 4.9 ah (Nickel-Cadmium) , Seven 5-cell Packs, 
1.5-hour O r b i t  Peri od: 
a. Cell Description: These are rectangular sealed 
cells of c o m r c i a l  grade. The containers and covers are o f  a 
plastic 'material. They were epoxy potted into 5-cell packs w i t h  
a coulometer a t  the Goddard Space F l i  g h t  Center i n order t o  
hermetically seal the cells and the cou1,ometer before tes t .  
b . Test Paranleters : 
Pack Test 
Number Temperature 
40C -20" c 
5 2B oo c 
26C 25" c 
14C 25" C 
37c 25" c 
380 25" C 
3% 49" c 
Percent Depth 
o f  Discharge 
25 
25 
15 
25 
40 
60 
25 
122 
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c. Test Results: 
(1)  Performance on Cycling: ( F i g u r e  64) Pack 4OC 
fai led  dur i  ng precycling capacity checks a t  -2OO C. Cycling of tiie 
remaining six packs started i n  March 1967. The f i rs t  cel l  failure 
occurred on cycle 5685 for pack 523 on cycle 11,455 for pack 26C, 
on cycle 2428 for 14C, on cycle 790 for 37C9 on cycle 1927 for 381, 
and on cycle 1508 fo r  39C. A t  the request of Goddard Space F l i g h t  
Center, cycling of any pack was stopped upon failure of any cell 
w i t h i n  the pack since there was no way of physically or e lec t r ica l ly  
removing the fai led cells from the pack. No fa i lure  analyses were 
performed because fa i lure  o f  these comercia1 ce l l s  was due t o  
h i g h  internal pressure because too much e lectrolyte  i n  the cell 
prevented gas reconbination t o  occur w h i d  caused the cell t o  
rupture. 
( 2 )  Capaci ty Checks: The ampere-hour capacities on 
tiie precycling and capacity check cycles a re  as follows: 
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PRECY CLI IlG AND CAPACITY CHECKS 
O r b i t  Period 1.5-hour 
Temper a t  u re -20' 0' 25' 25" 25" 25' 40' 
Depth o f  Discharge 252 25% 15% 25% 40% 60% 25% 
Pack Number 40C 52B 26C 14C 37C 38C 39C 
Precycli ng Capacity * 4.43 4.67 4.23 5.03 4.57 3.30 
F 
38 Days Disch sf2 4.10 3.10 3.50 1.87 1.13 
F F F 
176 Days disch iY2 3.37 2.43 
264 bays Disch #2 2.33 3.37 
352 Days Oipch ir2 3.80 3.37 
F 
440 9ays Disch X2 3.40 
528 Days Disch #2 2.33 
616 Days Disch iY2 1.33 
704 Oays Disch #2 9.93 
F 
* Pack fai 1 ure occurred dur i  ng precycl i ng capaci ty check. 
F - Failed 
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2 ,  Gulton 6.0 ah (Nickel-Cadmium), Four 5-cell Packs9 
3-hour Orbi t Period: 
a. Cell Description: The  cells are rectangular i n  
shape. The cell container and cell cover are made of stainless 
steel .  Both terminals are insulated from the cell cover by ceramic 
seals and protrude t h r o u g h  the cover as solder type terminals. The 
cells were designed for use i n  the Radio Astronomer Explorer satell- 
l i t e .  
b . Test Parameters : 
Pack Test Percent Ilepth 
Number Temperature of Discharge 
41 B -zoo c 25 
Q6tS oo c 25 
1 8C 25" c 25 
298 40" C 25 
c. Test Results: 
(1) Performance on Cycling: (Figuws 65 through 
68) 
2% have completed 8310, 8717, 8288 and 7941 cycles, respectively, 
t o  date. Pack 29B has failed and one cell h a s  failed i n  each of 
packs 418 and 18C. 
Cycling was started in Dlovenber 1966. Packs 418, 668, 18C and 
(2)  Fai 1 ure Analysis : 
( a )  Analysis of four failed cells showed the 
major causes t o  be separator deterioration, ceramic short, and 
migration of the negative plate hater ia l .  Other conditions found 
were high internal pressure, blistering of the positive plate mater- 
ia l  and electrolyte leakage. Tjue t o  tne swollen condition and 
danger of damage to  the rest o f  pack 418, this cell has not been 
removed and analyzed. 
( b )  It was necessary t o  replace the coulometer 
in  pack 41B, operating a t  -20" C ,  on six occasions; and on one 
occasion i n  pack 663 operating a t  0" C because each coulometer had 
shorted internally. These failures were due t o  inadequate plate 
separation having one layer of nowoven nylon. It has been found 
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that  coulometers require twice the effectiveness o f  plate separation 
as that  found in i t s  nickel-cadmium counterpart. The failure mode 
being conbated i s  cadmium migration. These results have lead to 
the use o f  two layers o f  norwoven nylon in RAE coulometers. 
(3) Capaci ty Checks: The ampere-hour capacities on 
precycling and capacity check cycles are as follows: 
12-7 
PRECYCLING AND CAPACITY CHECKS 
O r b i t  Period 
Temperature 
Depth o f  Discharge 
Pack Elumber 
Precycl i ng Capaci ty  
88 Days Disch #2 
176 Days Disch #2 
264 Days Disch #2 
352 Days Disch iY2 
440 Days Disch f 2  
528 Days Disch #2 
616 Days Disch #2 
704 Days Disch 82 
792 Days Disch #2 
880 Days Disch f 2  
968 Days Disch #2 
F - Failed 
-20" 
25x 
41 B 
6.60 
6.45 
4.75 
4.50 
3.25 
3.05 
0.90 
2.40 
2.15 
1.45 
1.35 
2.15 
1.5-hour 
0" 
25% 
6 6B 
7.15 
6.90 
6.40 
5.70 
5.25 
4.75 
4.55 
4 .OO 
4.25 
4.25 
4 .OO 
6 2.5 
2 5" 
2 5% 
18C 
7.00 
2.75 
1.80 
1.50 
1.50 
1.35 
1.50 
1.50 
1.50 
1.55 
1.50 
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40" 
2 5% 
298 
6.25 
2.35 
1.65 
1.80 
1.60 
1.55 
1.60 
1.50 
I .50 
1.60 
2.70 
F 
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D. Internal ikchani cal Pressure Devices: In certain instances 
the capacity output  of a cell can be improved by applying pressure 
t o  the face of the plate stack. T h i s  test i s  designed t o  determine 
what effect, i f  any, a constant mechanical pressure has on the l i fe  
of the cell. 
1. Sonotone 20 .O ah (Nickel-Cadmi um) , Five 10-cell Packs, 
1 .5-hour and 3-hoUr Orbit Periods: 
a. Cell Description: These cells are rectangular i n  
shape. The cell container and cell cover are made of  stainless 
s teel .  Both terminals are insulated from the cell cover by a 
teflon seal and protrude through the cover as a threaded terminal. 
Each cell i s  also f i t t ed  w i t h  a pressure relief valve. Cells 1 
through 5 i n  each pack are standard cells; cells 6 through 10 
contain a stainless steel eliptical  sp r ing  which supplies the 
pressure t o  the face of the plates. 
b . Test Parameters : 
Pack Test Percent Depth Recharge Charge Voltage 
Number Temperature o f  Discharge Cur ren t  L i m i t ,  Per Cell 
1 OA 25" C 25 7.0 Amps 1 .50 - + 0.03 
22A 25' C 25 20.0 Amps 1.50 A + 0.03 
348 25" C 40 20.0 Amps 1.50 - + 0.03 
46A* 25" C 40 20.0 Amps 1.50 20.03 
7 28 25" C 75 20.0 Amps 1.50 - + 0.03 
* T h i s  pack has an orbit  period of 3 h o u r s ;  a l l  others are 1.5 
h o u r s .  
c. Test Results: 
(1) Performance on Cycling: (Figures 69 through 
73) Packs 34B and 72t3 failed on cycles 5634 and 1143, respectively. 
I n  order t o  use the same equipment for replacement cells pack IOA 
was discontinued on cycle 7188, pack 22A on cycle 6664, and pack 
46A on cycle 3501. 
( a )  Shortly a f t e r  the start of cycling i n  
September 1967, h i g h  internal pressure developed i n  a l l  cells as 
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evidenced by bulged case and the rupture of four. 
stopped i n  November 1967 w i t h  1170 cycles on pack 10A, 599 cycles on 
pack 2W, 943 cycles on pack 348, 427 cycles on pack 46A, and 609 
cycles on pack 7213. 
Cycling was 
(b) A representative from JASA, Lewis Research 
~ Center, and one from the manufacturer reviewed the results in order 
t o  determine what steps should be taken before continuation of the 
cycling test .  
Crane, the manufacturer's representative took the remaining nine 
fai led ce l l s  w i t h  h i m  i n  order t o  determine the  cause for  the 
excessive pressure b u i l d u p  i n  both the control and s p r i n g  loaded 
ce l l s .  
Five of the 14 fai led ce l l s  were analyzed a t  NAD 
( c )  After completion of his tes t ing,  the manufac- 
turer  recomnended tha t  new r e l i e f  valves be instal led,  the ce l l s  be 
reconditioned, and the charge current be reduced from 20 t o  15 
amperes on packs 2;lH, 3413 and 46A. I t  was necessary t h a t  the charge 
rate on pack 7213 remain a t  20 amperes because o f  the deep depth of 
discharge. The packs were then returned t o  cycling. 
( 2 )  Fai 1 ure Analysis: 
( a )  Analysis of f ive of the f i r s t  14 fa i led 
ce l l s  showed the niajor cause t o  be the plates shorting against the 
cell case because of the h i g h  internal pressure. 
(21) Analysis of the 24 ce l l s  tha t  failed a f t e r  
the test  modification showed tne iiiajor cause of fa i lure  to be 
migration of the neqative plate material anti separator deterioration 
i n  botri the control and s p r i n g  loaded cel Is. 
( 3 )  Capacity Checks : T h e  ampere-hour capaci ties on 
the precyclina and capacity check cycles are as follows: 
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PRECYCLIIJG AND CAPACITY CHECKS 
O r b i t  Period (Hr) 1.5 1.5 1.5 
Tenperat ure 25' 25" 25" 
Depth o f  Discharge 25% 2 5$ 40% 
Pack idumber 108 22A 34B 
Precycling Capacity 28.7 28.8 29.7 
88 Days Disch #2 22.5 21.3 20.0 
176 Days Disch #2 22.2 7.7 13.5 
2G4 Days Disch #2 21.3 10.8 11.3 
D 
352 Days Disch H2 18.2 21.2 
D D 
3.0 1.5 
25' 25" 
40% 75% 
46A 7 2B 
25.7 26.2 
24.3 
F 
15.2 
23.5 
4.7 
D 
D .- Disconti nued 
F - Failed 
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SECTION 111 
EQUIPMENT AND PROGRAMS 
TO BE ADDED TO THE CYCLE L I F E  TEST PROGRAM 
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I, 
PRO GPAH 
EQUIPMENT AND PROGRAHS TO BE ADDED TO THE CYCLE LIFE TEST 
A. dew Equi priwit: 
1 .  A tiew Automatic Data Acquisition and Control Systeni 
has been proposed t o  t e s t  and record data for  l i f e  cycle evaluation. 
The system will control testing by nieans of operating programable 
power supplies, operating switches, anci instructing laboratory 
personnel t o  perform manual functions. It will also col lect  data 
consisting of voltage, current, pressure, and temperature which 
will then be placed on magnetic tape. The  system will have 5000 
data collection points and be able to scan and record clata every 
2 minutes . 
6. New Programs : 
1 . Gul ton 6 .O ampere-hour ce l l s  w i t h  coba l t  added to  the 
ce l l s  w i t h  pellon and polypropolene separators. 
2. Gul ton 6 .O ampere-hour cel Is w i t h  Gul ton  manufactured 
p l  a tes  . 
3 .  Gulton 20.0 ampere-hour ce l l s  w i t h  s t r a i n  gages and 
pressure transducers. 
4. 
performance test .  
GE 20 .O ampere-hour cell  s t o  be eval uated t o  the UAO 
5. 
pressure devices. 
6. Texas Instrument 20 .O ampere-hour ce l l s  for evaluation. 
7. iistropower (131cDonne11-30uglas) 5.0 ampere-hour ce l l s  
Sonotone 20 .O ampere-hour cel Is control and i nternal 
w i t h  i riorganic separators . 
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I .  CELLS ON ORIGII'JAL TEST PROGRAllO WliICH HAVE COMPLETED TEST 
A. I n  order t o  gather suf f ic ien t  data t o  indicate the perfor- 
niance o f  nickel-cadmi um ce l l s  cycled a t  various t e s t  condi t i  ons; 
660 ce l l s  were placed on t e s t  dur ing  December 1963 and January 1364. 
These cel ls  were from four manufacturers and consisted of seven 
di  f ferent  types as shwn i n  Table I .  
3 .  The cel ls  were grouped in  packs of 5 o r  10 cel ls  depending 
upon the ampere-hour capacity. All ce l l s  rated above 6.0 ampere- 
hours were grouped i n t o  5-cell packs; the remainder were placed i n  
10-cell packs. 
11. DESCRIPTION OF CYCLE TEST 
A. The ce l l s  were operated a t  three temperatures and three 
depths  of discharge, which are summarized i n  Table 11. 
was cycled under i t s  rxspective conditions unt i l  more tnan two- 
thirds of the ce l l s  failed.  A cell was considered fai led when 
i t s  terminal voltage dropped below 0.5 vol t  a t  any time d u r i n g  
cycl i ng. 
Each pack 
111. TEST RESULTS 
A .  The cycling results show that discharge voltages tend t o  
drop s l igh t ly  or remain the same d u r i n g  the l i f e  tes t .  The drop 
i s  usually not more than 0.04 volt per active c e l l .  The exceptions 
to  this are immediately a f t e r  a capacity check when there i s  an 
increase i n  the discharge voltage and when a cell i s  about t o  f a i l ,  
the average voltage drops more rapidly. The l e a s t  overall change 
i s  seen a t  3' C. For a given tenperature and cell  type, the dis- 
charge voltage is generally from 0.02 t o  0.08 volt per cel l  lower 
a t  the greater depths o f  discharge, t ha t  i s ,  a t  the h ighe r  rate, 
as expected. The discharge voltage tends t o  decrease no more than 
0.1 volt per cell w i t h  increases i n  t e s t  temperature from 0' C t o  
40' C for  each dep th  of discharge. The amount of decrease depends 
on the cell type. The o rb i t  period seem t o  nave l i t t l e  e f fec t  on 
the discharge characterist ics of normally functioning cel ls  ( t he  
1.5-hour and 3-hour o rb i t  periods both have 30-minute discharge 
peri ods ) . 
B. inlhen pronounced long term changes i n  percent of recharge 
and end-of-charge voltage occurred, they were almost always i n  
t he  direction of lower percent o f  recharge and higher voltage 
although some of the packs d i d  have an increase i n  t h e  percent 
o f  recharge. On the average, packs operatin9 a t  0' C had an 
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early percent o f  recharge of 107 percent and a f t e r  5 years i t  
was 105 percent. While a t  25" C ,  the early percent o f  recharge 
was 120 percent and a f t e r  4 years i t  was 118 percent. A t  40" C ,  
the early percent o f  recharge was 153 percent and a f t e r  4 years 
i t  was 146 percent. A t  a l l  t eve ra tu res  the percent of recharge 
i s ,  on the average, below the specified percent of recharge 
indicating that the amount of recharge need not be as h i g h  as 
was ori gi nal ly  set for the testing program. 
C .  Capacity Check Results : 
1 . The ampere-hour capaci ty w a s  checked approximately 
every 88 days. These capacity checks showed tha t  tenlperature had 
a very def ini te  e f fec t  on the loss of capacity (see Figures 74 
through 80). The packs cycled a t  40" C showed a very rapid drop i n  
capacity u n t i l  f a i lu re  occurred. The loss of capacity was not as 
severe for  the packs at.25O C while those operated a t  0" C shwed 
very l i  t t l e  capaci t y  loss .  O r b i t  periods and depths of discharge 
also have a small e f fec t  b u t  these do not show any def ini te  trends. 
2.  The 'ampere-hour capacity checks also shw how the ce l l s  
degrade dur i  nu l i  fe  cycli ng. 
D. Cell Fa i lures :  
1.  The analysis of the fai led cel ls  is a very important 
From these analyses manufacturi ng phase of the testing program. 
defects,  poor des ign ,  and materi a1 weakness can be detected and 
an e f f o r t  made t o  correct o r  inlprove them. 
lead t o  a be t te r  product w i t h  be t t e r  performance character is t ics .  
T h i s  i n  t u r n  will 
2. Speci a1 Considerations : 
a. The charge rates specified i n  the cycling program 
usually exceeded the maximum rates recomnended by the manufacturers. 
For example, packs which are cycling i n  a 1.5-hour o r b i t  a t  25" C ,  
40 percent depth of discharge are being charged a t  the c/2 rate ,  
although the maxirrium charge rate recommended by the manufacturers 
i s  c/10. The only charge rates below c/10 are those for  the 3-hour 
o r b i t ,  15 percent depth of discharge combinations, the rates for  
which  are calculated t o  be c/14.5 a t  0" C and c/10.4 a t  40" C. 
b .  These ce l l s  were manufactured pr ior  t o  January 1963. 
Because o f  subsequent changes i n  construction, newer ce l l s  of the 
same capacity and manufacturer may not show the characterist ics 
discussed here e Also, the manufacturers have reported tha t  correc- 
t ive  action has been taken to  eliminate the sources of premature 
niech ani cal fai 1 ure . 
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3. Discussion of Failures: 
a. General Observations : 
(1) Most of the cell fa i lures  occurred a t  the h i g h e r  
anbient temperatures. The cell fa i lures  were e a r l i e r  and more 
frequent a t  the greater depths of discharge and shorter o r b i t  periods. 
A detailed summary of the fai lure  analysis for  each cell may be 
obtained by request t o  the NASA Technical Officer (See Introduction). 
(2 )  f4any of the cell failures may be considered 
premature. Because they resulted from a defect i n  manufacture or 
design. This is i n  contrast t o  an end-of-life fa i lure ,  i n  which a 
basic component, such as a separator, has reached the end of i t s  
normal l i f e  span a t  the par t icular  cycling conditions. Some exarples 
of premature fai lures  are those due t o  leakage, pierced separators, 
burned tab,  ceramic short, or  extraneous active materi a1 . 
( 3 )  I t  i s  f r equen t ly  d i f f i cu l t  t o  i so la te  the exact 
cause of fa i lure  for a par t icular  ce l l .  
factors may have been responsible. In others,  i t  i s  not  obvious 
why the conditions found should have resulted i n  fai lure.  For this 
reason, unless otherwise s ta ted ,  t h i s  report  will not  at teopt t o  
i so la te  the direct  cause of fa i lure ;  the conditions noted i n  the 
discussions are included because they a r e  abnormalities and because 
they may have contributed t o  the' cell fa i lure .  
In some cases several 
b .  Discussion of Failures by Cell Type: 
(1) GE: 
( a )  3.0 ah Cells: There were 48 cell fa i lures ,  
of which four were a t  0"-3 were a t  25" C ,  and 25 were a t  the 
5Oo-4O0 C anhi ent tenlperature . 
1. Migration was present a t  a l l  t e s t  condi- 
t ions except 25 percent aepth of discharge, 40' C and 1.5-hour o r b i t  
period. 
short separators, vJhich occurred early i n  l i f e ,  only 157 days of 
cycling. Separator deterioration beqan t o  appear i n  fa i  lures that  
occurred a f t e r  2137 days of cycling. 
plates was very comnon a t  25" C a f t e r  436 days of cycling. 
This was probably because of the burned tabs, along w i t h  
Blistering on the positive 
( b )  12 ah Cells: There were 27 fa i lures ,  of 
which three were a t  O o  C,?!-we%at 25" C and 12 were a t  50"-40" C. 
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1 .  idtigration was present i n  most of the 
cel l  failures t h a t  occur'ired a f t e r  233 days of cycling. Cell f a i l -  
ures began to  show signs of separator deterioration a f t e r  240 days 
of cycling. 
ures a t  a l l  anibient temperatures, 
tligh internal pressures occurred i n  a few cel l  f a i l -  
(2)  Gould: 
(a )  3.5 ah Cells: There were 63 cell fa i lures ,  
of which eight  were a t  O r t ,  26 were a t  25" C and 29 were a t  
50"-40" C ambient temperature. 
1. eieight loss was one of the main condi- 
t ions found in these fairures .  Losses ranged from 1.0 gram to 7.1 
grams. Ueposits were always present w i t h  the weight loss which 
occurred e a r l i e r  a t  25" C and 40" C b u t  d id  not appear in the cell  
fa i lures  a t  0" C u n t i l  a f t e r  687 days of cycling. Migration and 
separator deterioration were present a t  a l l  condi lions The n u h e r  
of weak welds inside of the ce l l s  analyzed varied with temperature 
as indicatea by 14 weak welds out of 29 fa i led  ce l l s  a t  40' C; 11 
weak welds out of 26 fa i led ce l l s  a t  25" C; and 1 weak weld out o f  
3 fa i led cells a t  0" C.  
( b )  20 ah Cells: There were 29 cel l  fa i lures ,  
of which f ive were a t  Oo C ,  12 WE a t  25' C and 12 were a t  
50"-40" C ambient temperature. 
1 .  High internal pressure was present i n  
alniost a l l  fa i lures  . Pirced separator was more predominant a t  the 
1.5-hour o rb i t  period a t  a l l  an-bient temperatures. Bl is ters  were 
present on the positive plates a t  25" C for  the 3-hour o r b i t  period 
and the 1.5-hour and 3-hour o r b i t  periods a t  40' C.  
( 3 )  Gulton: 
(a) 6.0 ah Cells: There were 68 cell fa i lures ,  
o f  which 20 were a t  0" CyZ?were-at 25" C and 24 were a t  5i)"-40° C 
anbierit temperature. 
1. Ceramic shorts were the nost comnon mode 
of fa i lure .  ide igh t  losses were also very conmoil and ranged from 1.0 
gram t o  12.0 grams. FIost of the cells tha t  l o s t  weight d id  not show 
signs o f  leakage i n  the form of deposits around the sea ls .  Most of 
the fai lures  due t o  ceramic short  d i d  not show signs of migration o r  
separator deterioration because the fai lures  occurred early i n  l i f e .  
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(b)  20 an Cells-: There were 36 cell failures, 
of which eight were a t  ObC, 15 were a t  25" C and 13 were a t  
50"-40" C ambient temperature. 
1.  
and 25" C and ranged fro% 6.8 grams t o  26.9 grams. Most of  the 
cells that lost  weight d id  not show signs o f  leakage in the form o f  
deposits around the seals. Several cell failures were caused by the 
sides of  the case being pushed against the buses a t  the t o p  o f  the 
plates. Migration and separator deterioration were found a t  40" C 
but n o t  very comnon a t  0' C or 25" C. 
Weight losses were very comnon a t  0" C 
(4)  Sonotone: 
(a )  5.0 ah Cells: There were 51 cell failures, 
of which s ix  were a t  13' m w = t  25" C and 24 were a t  50"-40" C 
a b i e n t  temperature. 
1. Excess scoring, along w i t h  migration, 
Nas present in most o f  tKe cell failures a t  all anbient temperatures. 
Separator deterioration was more frequent a t  25" C and 40" C, High 
internal pressure and leakage as shown by deposits around the seal 
were present a t  25" C and 40" C. 
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TABLE I 1  
SUMMARY OF TEST PARAMETERS 
For each o r b i t  period, one pack o f  each o f  the seven c e l l  types i s  
cycl i ng a t  each of the s i x  temperature-depth' o f  discharge c o h i  na- 
t ions.  
ORBIT PERIODS: 
1.5 Hours 
and 
3 iiours 
D i  sch arge 
T i  lie 
v) al 
.I.r 
3 r= 
*z 
0 
rc) 
9- 
* A l l  packs changed t o  40' C a b i e n t .  
** One pack o f  Gulton 6 .O ah c e l l s  a t  50' C was tetr-porari l y  ra ised 
t o  200 percent recharge, bu t  t h i s  was not s u f f i c i e n t  t o  maintain 
normal cycl i n9. 
*** May be less due t o  voltage l i m i t s  . 
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SECTION V 
CELLS ON NEW PROGRAMS 
WHICH HAVE COMPLETED TEST 
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I.  CELLS ON NEW PROGRAM WHICH HAVE COivlPLETED TEST 
These packs were added t o  the cycling pmgram t o  obtai n i nforma- 
tion e i ther  on new cell types o r  new t e s t  parameters. Each pack was 
cycled u r i t i l  two-thirds or mw of the cel ls  failed,  A cell  i s  
considered a fa i lure  when i t s  terminal voltage drops below 0.5 volt 
d u r i n g  cycling. Testing h a s  been terminated on a l l  packs covered 
i n  this section of the repor t .  
11. CELLS USING CONSTNJT CURRENT CHARGE WITH VOLTAGE LIMIT CONTROL 
A. t t i  ckel-Cadmi urn Types : 
1. Gulton 6.0 ah, One 5-cell Pack, 24-hour O r b i t  Per iod 
(Pack 79A): 
a. Cell Description: The cel ls  are rectangular i n  
shape. The cell container and cell cover are made of s ta in less  
s t e e l .  T h e  positive terminal i s  insulated from the cell cover by 
a ceramic seal ; while the negative terminal i s  welded t o  the cover. 
Both are solder type terminals . 
b.  Test Paramters: 
t (1) Test Temperature: 25' C. 
( 2 )  Depth o f  Discharge: 50%. 
( 3 )  Percent of Recharge: 150%. 
(4) Charge Voltage Limit: 1.49 - t 0.03 volts  per 
c e l l ,  average. 
c. Test Results: 
(1) Performance on Cycling: Cycling was started i n  
( a )  All cel l  vol tagds dropped below 1 .O volt a t  
March 1964. The  pack fai led on cycle 545 w i t h  four cell fa i lures .  
the end of discharge w i t h  the original 150 percent of recharge. 
Increase of the recharge t o  200 percent after cycle 57, caused the 
end-of-discharge voltages of a l l  five cel ls  t o  remain f a i r ly  constant 
a t  about 0.9 vol t .  Two cel ls  fa i led  a t  149 and 168 cycles; t h e n  the 
end-of-discharge voltages of the remaining three cel ls  c l i h e d  t o  an 
average o f  1.08 vol t  per ce l l .  The end-of-charge voltages remainded 
f a i r ly  cdnstant, between 1.39 and 1.40 volts per ce l l ,  average, 
throughout l i f e  cycling. 
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( b )  Cell Failures: Analyses of tke four cel l  
fa i lures  showed t h a t  a l l  had separator deterioration and blister- 
i n g  on the positive plates.  The f i r s t  two failures had high inter-  
nal pressure as indicated by outgassing when opened. The las t  two 
fa i lures  had p i n p o i n t  migration which  caused shorts through the 
separator. 
the precycling and capacity check cycles are as follows: 
(2 )  Capacity Checks : The  ampere-hour capacities on 
Precycl i ng 6.60 
88 Days Disch #2 3.55 
176 Days Disch #2 4.40 
264 Days Disch #2 4.25 
352 Days Disch H2 4.05 
440 Days Disch #2 3.50 
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2. Gul ton  50 ah, Two 5-cell Packs, 1.5-hour Orbit Period: 
a. Cell Description: These are rectangular, hermet- 
ically sealed, nickel-cadmium cel ls .  
b .  Test Parameters: 
Percent 
Pack Test Depth of Percent o f  
Nutiher Temperature Discharge Recharge 
9 5A oo c 25 115 
123A 40' C 25 160 
c. Test Results: 
Charge Voltage 
L i m i t ,  Per Cell 
1.55 - + 0.03 
1.45 - t 0.03 
(1 ) Performance on Cycl i ng: Cycli ng was started 
i n June 1964. 
(a)  Pack 95A failed on cycle 3227. The end-of- 
charge voltage increased and the end-of-charge current decreased 
steadily u n t i l  the f i r s t  cell failed on cycle 2643. The end-of- 
charge voltage then decreased .and the end-of-charge current 
increased. The second cell failure occurred on cycle 2938 b u t  this 
d i d  not affect the operation of the pack. The separator i n  each of 
the f i r s t  two failed cells was very dry and short circuits had 
occurred betayeen the plates. L.arge blisters were present on the 
positive plates o f  the f i r s t  failed cell and s l ight  migration of 
material f r o m  the negative plates was evident i n  the second failed 
cell .  The positive plates of  the third failed cell showed large 
bl i s ters , and separators i mpregnated ni th negati ve pl ate materi a1 . 
( b )  Pack 123A completed 1873 cycles when the 
f i r s t  cell failure occurred. I t  had low voltage d u r i n g  the d i s -  
charge and the recharge. Two additional cells shorted out  while 
the pack was off cycling t o  remove the f i r s t  failed cell.  The 
separators o f  all  three cells had deteriorated, resulting i n  shorts 
between the plates i n  two of these cells.  The outside negative 
plates of  two cells were stuck t o  the case. The three failed cells 
had bulged cases from high internal pressure; two of which were 
s t i l l  under pressure, and the t h i r d  had a carbonate deposit a t  the 
posi t i  ve termi nal . 
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( 2 )  Capacity Checks: The ampere-hour capacit ies 
(a) Pack 95A: 
on the precycl ing and capacity check cycles a r ~  as fol lows: 
Precycl i ng 54.6 
88 Days Disch #2 59.6 
176 Days Disch #2 45.4 
(b) The precyc l i  ng capaci ty o f  pack 123A a t  
40' C was 27.9 ampere-hours. An equipment f a i l u r e  in ter rupted the 
f i r s t  capacity check. The pack was then allowed t o  complete an 
addi t ional  month o f  cyc l ing  i n  order t o  l e t  the ce l l s  s t a b i l i z e  
again before receiv ing a capacity check, bu t  the pack f a i l e d  shor t l y  
before the  capacity check was t o  have begun. 
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3. GE 12.0 ah,  One 5-cell Pack, 24-hour Orbit Period 
(Pack 93A): 
a. Cell Description: The cel ls  are rectangular i n  
shape. The cell container and the cell cover are  made of s ta in-  
less s t ee l .  B o t h  terminals are insulated from the ce l l  cover by 
ceramic seals and protrude as 1/4-20 threaded posts. 
b. Test Parameters: 
(1) Test Tenperature: 25' C. 
(2 )  Depth o f  Discharge: 50%. 
(3)  Percent of Recharge: 150%. 
(4)  Charge Voltage Limi t: 1.49 - + 0.03 vol ts  per 
c e l l ,  average. 
c. Test Results: 
(1)  Performance on Cycling: 
March 1964. T h i s  pack failed on cycle 349. 
Cycling was s ta r ted  i n  
( a )  Average end-of-discharge voltage f e l l  t o  
less t h a n  1.0 v o l t  per cell under the original test  parameters, b u t  
satisfactory operation was obtained when the percent of recharge 
was changed t o  200 percent after cycle 57. 
( b )  In order t o  ga in  addi t iona l  information the 
environnlental temperature was raised from 25' C to  40" C a f t e r  173 
cycles, wi th  the charge voltage limi t lowered t o  1.45 vol ts  per 
c e l l ,  average. A t  40" C the pack did not operate as well. End-of- 
discharge voltages of the pack were low and quite variable. Two 
cel ls  appeared t o  have failed on cycle 266. Since the f i r s t  cell 
showed no defects upon fai lure  analysis, the second cel l  was d i s -  
charged completely and shorted overnight. I t  was then charged for  I 
16 h o u r s  a t  the c/10 rate ,  and discharged again a t  the c/2 ra te ,  
a l l  a t  25' C. I t s  capacity was t h u s  found t o  be 12.9 ampere-hours. 
I t  was returned t o  the pack and continued t o  cycle until  the pack 
failed on cycle 349. The cycling behavoir of these two cel ls  was 
attr ibuted t o  insuff ic ient  charge acceptance. A t  no tinle was the 
on-charge voltage limit reached. The end-of-charge voltage remained 
close t o  1.39 volts per cell a t  both temperatures. 
(c )  The four reniai n ing  cel Is ( i  ncl udi ng the one 
returned ce l l )  fa i led on cycle 349. All of the ce l l s  showed 
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separator deterioration and migration o f  the negative plate material e 
All cells showed signs o f  leakage around the terminals b u t  no weight 
loss was detected. 
( 2 )  Capaci t y  Checks : The ampere-hour capaci ties on 
the precycling and capacity check cycles are as follows: 
Precycl i ng 25" C 13.0 
100 Days Disch #2 25" C 7.60 
231 Days Disch #2 40" C 6.50 
339 Days Disch #2 40" C 5.00 
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8. S i  1 ver-Zi nc Types : 
1. Uelca-Reqy 25.0 ah, Two 5-ce l l  Packs 24-hour O r b i t  
Period: 
a. Ce l l  Description: 
(1)  Pack 89A: Manufacturer's Standard Model. 
These c e l l s  are rectangular i n  shape w i th  the  c e l l  containers and 
c e l l  covers o f  nylon. The c e l l s  were epoxy potted i n t o  5 -ce l l  
packs by the manufacturer, 
(2)  Pack 75A: Same as standard model, Pack 89Ay 
except f o r  the addi t ion o f  one percent o f  pal ladium t o  the pos i t i ve  
p l a t e  materi a1 . 
b .  Test Parameters: Both packs were cycled a t  the 
t e s t  parameters l i s t e d  below: 
(1) Test Temperature: 25' C. 
(2)  Depth o f  Discharge: 40%. 
(3)  Charge Voltage L imi t :  
(4) O r b i t  Period: 24 hours. 
1.97 - + 0.03 vo l ts  per 
c e l l  , average. 
c. Test Results: Cycl ing was s ta r ted  i n  Septenber 1964. 
( 1 )  Pack 89A (Standard Model) f a i l e d  on cycle 80. 
(2) Pack 75A (Pal ladi  urn i n Posi t ive P1 ates) f a i  l e d  
on cycle 32. 
(3) Both packs were returned t o  the manufacturer 
f o r  f a i  1 ure analysis. 
2. Delco-Req 25.0 ah, Two 5-ce l l  Packs, 3-hour O r b i t  
Pe ri od: 
a. Cel l  Descript ion: 
(1) Pack 588: Standard model as Pack 89A, except 
for the  addi t ion o f  one percent pal ladium i n  the pos i t i ve  p l a t e  
materi a1 and the  use o f  2.2xH Radi a t i  on Appl icat ion Company's 
separators. 
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(2)  Pack 886: Standard model as Pack 898, except 
fo r  the add i t ion  o f  one percent palladium i n  the positive plate  
material ,  and the use o f  a 45 percent NaOH solution as the electro- 
ly te . 
b .  Test Parameters: Both packs were cycled a t  the 
t e s t  parameters 1 i s t ed  below : 
(1) Test Temperature: 25' C. 
( 2 )  Depth of Discharge: 40%. 
(3) Charge Voltage L i m i t :  
(4)  Orbit Period: 3 hours .  
1.97 - + 0.03 vol ts  per 
cell  , average. 
c. Test Results: Cycling was s ta r ted  i n  March 1965. 
(1) Pack 88B: One cell  fa i led on cycle 100. The 
remaining ce l l s  s t i l l  functioned on cycle 120; a t  which time the 
pack was removed from test. 
325. 
(2 )  Pack 88C: Pack 88C was discontinued on cycle 
(3) Both packs were returned t o  the manufacturer 
fo r  analysis. 
3. Delco-Remy 40.0 a h ,  One 5-cell Pack, 24-hour Orbi t  
Period {Pack 758): 
a. Cell Description: bianufacturer's Standard Model. 
These ce l l s  are rectangular i n  shape w i t h  the cell containers and 
cell  covers of nylon. Tiese ce l l s  were epoxy potted in to  one 
5-cell pack by the nianufacturer. 
b. Test Parameters: 
(1) Test Temperature: 25' C. 
( 2 )  Depth o f  Discharge: 40%. 
(3) Charge Voltage L i m i t :  1.97 - + 0.03 volts per 
c e l l ,  average. 
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(4)  Orbit Period: 24 hours .  
c. Test Results: Cycling was started i n  October 1964. 
One cell failed while the pack was being prepared for tes t ;  a second 
cell failed on cycle 34. The  remaining three cells s t i l l  functioned 
on cycle 139; a t  which time the pack was removed from test .  
4. Yardney 12.0 ah, One 10-cell Pack, 24-hour O r b i t  
Period (Pack 9A) : 
a. Cell Description: These are vented cel ls ,  rectan- 
gular in shape, w i t h  the containers and covers of plastic material. 
They contained a limited amount of electrolyte. The cells were 
i ndi v i  dually epoxy potted t o  hermetical ly  seal them. 
b .  Test Parameters: 
(1)  Test Tmperature: 25" C. 
( 2 )  Depth of  Discharge: 42%. 
( 3 )  Charge Voltage Limit: 
(4) O r b i t  Period: 24 h o u r s .  
1.97 f 0.03 volts per 
cell , average. 
c. Test Results: Cycling w a s  started i n  Hay 1965. One 
cell failed on cycle 53.. Three additional cells failed on cycle 58. 
Following removal o f  the failed cel ls ,  the remaining cells d i d  not 
respond t o  cycling; t h u s  failing the pack. 
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C. Si 1 ver-Cadmi um Types : 
1 .  Yardney 3.0 an (FR-1) , One %cell Pack, 1 .!%hour Orbit  
Period (Pack 2C) : 
a. Cell Description: These are vented cells, rectan- 
gular i n  shape, w i t h  the cell ja rs  and cell covers molded of a 
p l a s t i c  material. The cells were epoxy potted, by the manufacturer, 
i n t o  a nletal container l i ke  tha t  used i n  the French satel l i te  FR-1. 
b .  Test  Parameters: 
(1) Test Temperature: 25' C. 
(2) Depth of Discharge: 16.67%. 
( 3 )  Charge Voltage L i m i  t: 1.52 I + 0.03 volts per 
cell , average. 
c, Test Results: 
(1) Performance on Cycli ng: Cycli ng was s tar ted i n 
September 1966. T h i s  pack completed 7039 cycles before several 
ce l l s  blew up destroying the pack. The end-of-discharge voltage 
had been very consistent a t  1.08 volts per cell ,  average. The per- 
cent of recharge was very close t o  100 percent. 
(2) Capaci ty  Checks : The ampeE-hour capaci ti es on 
the precycling and capacity check cycles are as follows: 
Precycl i ng Capaci ty 2.52 
88 Day Discharge * 
176 Day Discharge 0 .e5 
264 Day Discharge 0.87 
352 Day Discharge 0.67 
* F i r s t  88 day capaci ty check not 
performed because of equipment 
malfunction. 
I 
! 
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2. Yardney 5.0 ah (C-3 Separator), Three 5-cell Packs, 
24-hour Orbit Period: 
a. Cell Description: These are vented cells, rectan- 
gular i n  shape, w i t h  the cell  containers and cell covers of p las t ic  
material. The plates wee insulated w i t h  C-3 separators. The cells 
were epoxy potted i n t o  5-cell packs, a t  the Goddard Space F l i g h t  
Center, i n  order to  hermetically seal them. 
b. Test Parameters: 
Percent 
Pack Test Depth of Charge Voltage 
Number Temperature Discharge L i m i t ,  Per Cell 
1.50 - + 0.03 
1.50 - + 0.03 
5 7t3 oo c 20 
21 A 25" C 20 
1.50 - + 0.03 45A 40° c 20 
c. Test Results: 
(1) Dur ing  cycle l i f e ,  the end-of-discharge voltage 
of the packs, remained around 1.09 volts per cell,  average; whereas 
the approximate percentage o f  recharge increased from 105 to  115 
percent. 
(2) Performance on Cycl i ng : Cycl i ng was started i n 
Septenber 1965. 
and 61 respectively . 
and two on cycle 267. 
two on cycle 98. 
Packs 57B, 21A and 45A fa i led on cycles 267, 98 
( a )  Pack 578: One cell fa i led  on cycle 138, 
( b )  Pack 21A: One cel l  fai led on cycle 90, and 
(c) Pack 45A: The pack fai led on cycle 61 
because of severe leakage. 
( d )  The three packs were returned t o  Goddard 
( 3 )  Capaci ty Checks : The ampere- hour capaci ties 
Space F l i g h t  Center for  analysis. 
on the precycling and capacity check cycles are as follows: 
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PRECY CLI NG AiJD CWACI TY CHECKS 
Orbit Period 24- hour 
Temperature O0 25" . 4oo 
Depth o f  Discharge 20% 20% 20% 
Pack i4uiTber 57B 21 A 45A 
Precycli ng Capaci ty 3.67 5.80 6 .OO 
100 Days 1.83 0.76 
200 Days 1.33 
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3. Yardney 5.0 ah (Cellophane Separator), Two 5-cell 
Packs, 24-hour O r b i t  Period: 
a. Cell Description: These are vented cells, rectan- 
gular i n  shape, with the cell j a r s  and cell covers molded of a 
p las t ic  material. The separator material is cellophane (C-19). 
One of the 5-cell packs (Pack 9C) had been subjected t o  gama radia- 
t ion (2x107 rads). 
a t  the Goddard Space F l i g h t  Center. 
The ce l l s  were epoyy potted into 5-cell packs 
b. Test Parameters: 
Percent 
Pack Test Depth of Charge Voltage 
Number Temperature Discharge L i m i t ,  Per Cell 
1.50 - + 0.03 
33B* 25' C 20 1.50 + 0.03 
9c 25' C 20 
* Control Pack 
c. Test Results: 
(1 ) Performance on Cyc1 i ng: Cycl i ng was started i n 
October 1965. Cycling on Pack 9C was discontinued on cycle 34, and 
Pack 333 failed on cycle 720. 
Since the separator material of the cells i n  this pack had been 
subjected t o  gama radiation, the pack was returned t o  Goddard Space 
F l i g h t  Center for analysis. 
( a )  Pack 9C: One ce l l  fa i led on cycle 34. 
( b )  Pack 338: Two cells fai led on cycle 720. 
While the pack was removed from cycling t o  disconnect the two 
failed c e l l s ,  the three remaining cells failed.  The pack was 
returned t o  Goddard Space F l i g h t  Center for Analysis. 
( 2 )  Capaci ty Checks : The ampere-hour capaci ties 
o f  Pack 33B on the capacity check cycles are as follows: 
100 Days 5.85 200 Days 6.13 
300 Uays 6.35 400 Days 5.48 
500 Days 2.08 GOO Days 1.88 
700 Days 1.00 
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4. Yardney 5.0 ah (Pellon Control Separator), One 5-cell 
Pack, 24-hour O r b i t  Perf od (Pack G9A) : 
a. Cell Description: These are vented c e l l s ,  rectan- 
gular  i n  shape, w i t h  the cell j a m  and cell covers molded of a 
p las t ic  material. The plates of the ce l l s  are insulated w i t h  
Pellon control separator material. Each ce l l  h a s  a pressure gage 
f o r  monitoring internal cell pressure. The cel ls  are individually 
epoxy potted to  hernleticallv seal  then. 
b .  Test Parameters: 
(1)  Test Temperature: 25' C. 
( 2 )  Depth of Uischarge: 20%. 
( 3 )  Charge Voltage L imi t :  1.50 - + 0.03 volts per 
cell  , average. 
c. Test Results: 
(1)  Performance on Cyclinq: Cycling was s ta r ted  i n  
October 1965. T h i s  pack fai led on cycle 595 w i t h  i ts  t h i r d  cell  
f a i lu re ,  and was returned t o  Goddard Space F l i g h t  Center f o r  analysis. 
There was very l i t t l e  variation i n  both the average end-of-discharge 
and end-of-charge cell voltages u n t i l  the first cell fa i lure  a t  cycle 
494. Also the internal pressure as read on the gages was very low. 
( 2 )  Capaci ty Checks: The ampere-hour capaci ties on 
the capacity check cycles are as follows: 
100 Days 4.95 
LOO, Days 4.1 7 
300 Days 3.20 
400 Days 4.42 
500 Days 1.02 
600 Days' 2.02 
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5. Yardney 5.0 ah, Two 5-cell Packs, &hour O r b i t  Period: 
a. Cell Description: These are ven ted  c e l l s ,  rectan- 
gular i n  shape, w i t h  cell j a r  and cel l  cover molded of a p las t ic  
material. The separator material is  pellon and cellophane. T h e  
ce l l s  were individually epoxy potted a t  the Goddard Space F l i g h t  
Center to  hermetically seal them. 
b .  Test Parameters: 
Percent 
Pack Test Depth of Charge Volt age 
Nunber Temperature Discharge Limit, Per Cell 
114t3 oo c 20 1650 - + 0.03 
1.50 - + 0.03 118C 2 5 O  c 20 
c. Test Results: 
( 1 )  Performance on Cycling: Cycling was started 
i n  January 1967. Packs 114B and 11% fai led on cycles 1496 and 
1505 respecti vely . 
(a) Pack 1148: Failure o f  three c e l l s ,  a l l  on 
cycle 1496 was due t o  si lver mi g ra t i  on and separator deteri orat i  on. 
( b )  Pack 11%: Failure o f  three c e l l s ,  a l l  due 
t o  silver migration and separator deterioration, occurred relat ively 
close together--at cycles 1468, 1491 and 1505. 
( 2 )  Capaci ty Checks : The ampere-hour capaci ties on 
the precycling and capacity check cycles are as follows: 
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PRECYCLIFIG &ID CAPACITY CHECKS 
Orbit  Period 8- hour 
Tet:perature a0 
Depth o f  Discharge 20 % 
Pack iiumber 11413 
Precycli ng Capacity 4.08 
30 Days 4 .OO 
60 Days 3.10 
90 Days 2.53 
120 Days 2.30 
150 Days 2.98 
189 Days 3.45 
210 Days 2.48 
240 days 1.55 
279 Days 1.75 
300 Uays 1.17 
330 Days 1 .65 
360 Days 1.18 
390 Days 2.43 
429 ilays 1 .00 
450 Days 0.90 
25" 
20 7; 
118C 
5.70 
5..37 
5.42 
5.32 
6.48 
G .25 
5.20 
6.55 
G .35 
5.83 
5.07 
6.33 
5.73 
5.63 
5.97 
3.32 
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6 .  Yardney 10 ah, One 5-cell Pack, &hour O r b i t  Period, 
(Pack 45D): 
a. Cell Description: These are vented cells, vlectan- 
gular i n  shape, w i t h  cell j a r s  and cell covers molded of a p las t ic  
material. T h e  cells were individually epoxy pot ted  a t  the Goddard 
Space F l i g h t  Center i n  order t o  hemetical ly  seal them. 
b . Test Parameters : 
(1) Test Temperature: ' 25" C. 
( 2 )  Depth o f  Discharge: 30%. 
( 3) Charge Vol tage Lin i i  t: 1.51 - + 0.03 volts per 
c e l l ,  average. 
c. Test Results: 
( I )  Performance on Cycling: Cycling was started i n  
Failure o f  the three May 1967. T h i s  pack failed on cycle 1759. 
cells ,  a l l  due t o  silver migration and separator deterioration, 
occurred a t  cycles 1666, 1756 and 1759. 
the precycling and capacity check cycles are as follows: 
(2)  Capaci ty Checks : The ampere- hour capacities on 
Precycli ng Capaci ty 13.50 
30 Days 8.90 60 Days 9.60 90 Days 7.10 
120 Days 8.45 150 Days 9.25 180 Days 8.50 
210 Days 7.70 240 Days 10.00 270 Days 9.55 
300 Oays 10.60 330 Days 5.75 360 Days 5.60 
390 uays 4.35 420 Days 5.60 450 Days 4.65 
480 Days 3.15 510 Days 6.05 540 Days 3.15 
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7. Yardney 11 .O ah Two 10-cell Packs, 24-hour Orbit 
Period: 
a. Cell Description: These are vented cells , rectan- 
gular i n  shape, w i t h  the cell jars  and cell covers molded of a 
plastic material. The cells were epoxy potted into 10-cell packs 
a t  the Goddard Space Flight Center i n  order t o  hermetically seal 
them. 
b .  Test  Parameters: 
Pe rce n t  
Pack Test Depth of Charge Voltage 
Nufiber Temperature Discharge L i m i t ,  Per Cell 
45B oo c 40 1.51 + - 0.03 
21 B 25O c 40 1.51 - + 0.03 
c. Test Results: 
(1) Performance on Cycl i ng: Cycli ng w a s  s tar ted i n 
November 1966. Packs 45B and 216 were considered as having failed 
on cycles 121 and 69 respectively since three o f  the 10 cells i n  
each pack had by t h e n  developed internal shorts. A t  the request o f  
Goddard Space F l i g h t  Center, the packs were mturned for analysis. 
(2)  Capaci ty Checks : The ampere-hour capacities on 
the precycling and capacity check cycles are as follows: 
Temperature O0 2 5 O  
Pack Number 4513 21 B 
Precycl i ng Capaci ty 9.26 11.46 
100 Days 5.91 
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8. Yardney 11 a h ,  Two 5-cell Packs, &hour Orbit Period: 
a. Cell Description: These are vented c e l l s ,  rectan- 
gular i n  shape, with the cell j a r s  and cell covers molded o f  a 
p las t ic  materi a1 . The cells were epoxy potted i nto 5-cell packs 
a t  the Goddard Space F l i g h t  Center i n  order t o  hermetically seal 
them. The cells o f  pack 21C have pellon (250510 separatorsI and 
those of pack 45C have woven nylon separators. 
b. Test Parameters: 
Percent 
Pack Test Depth o f  Charge, Voltage Type o f  
Number Tenperature Discharge Lid t, Per Cell Separator 
21 c 25" C 27 1.51 - + 0.03 Pel 1 on 
45c 25O c 27 1.51 - + 0.03 Woven Nylon 
c. Test Results: 
(1 ) Performance on Cycli ng: Cycli ng was started i n  
March 1967. Packs 2 lC and 45C fa i led  on cycles 37 and 70 respec- 
t ively.  Several ce l l s  i n  each pack developed h i g h  internal pressure 
which  resulted i n  breakage o f  those cell  j a r s  and the epoxy po t t ing .  
(2)  Capaci ty Checks : The precycl i ng capaci ties for 
Packs 21C and 45C were 8.40 and 9.45 anpere-hours respectively. 
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9. Yardney 12.0 ahr, Two 10-cell Packs, 24-hour O & i t  
Period: 
a. Cell Description: These are double  sealed rectan- 
gular  cel ls .  T h a t  i s ,  each sealed polystyrene cel l  i s  encased i n  
a hermetically sealed s ta in less  steel container. 
b .  Test Parameters: 
Percent 
Pack Tes t Depth of Charge Voltage 
Number Temperature Discharge L i m i t ,  Per Cell 
5 7A oo c 50 1.50 f: 0.03 
33A 40' C 50 1.50 - + 0.03 
c. Test Results: 
(1) Performance on Cycling: 
February 1964. These packs fai led on cycles 168 and 210. 
(a) Pack 57A: Low end-of-discharge cel l  volt- 
ages began on cycle 31 and continued er ra t ica l ly  u n t i l  the pack 
fa i led  on cycle 168. Although cell voltages had frequently fa l len 
below the 0.5 vol t  fa i lure  p o i n t ,  they had not  been classed as fail-  
ures ea r l i e r  because of their erratic behavoir. After completion o f  
162 cycles, e lectrolyte  had leaked out and formed a pool over the 
tops of the cells, t h u s  sho r t ing  them out. The 10 ,cells were cleaned, 
a f t e r  which  seven were returned t o  cycling. All seven cells leaked 
again a f t e r  s i x  addi tional cycl i ng. 
f a i l i n g  ce l l s  on discharge was fa i r ly  steady a t  about 1.06 vol ts  
per cell for the f i m t  110 cycles w i t h  l i t t l e  o r  no drop off a t  the 
end of discharge. Thereafter, the plateau voltage began t o  drop 
s teadi ly and the end-of-di scharge voltage became q u i  te  erratic. 
T h i s  pack failed on cycle 210. 
out because o f  electrolyte  leakage. 
the precycling and capacity check cycles are as follows: 
Cycling was star ted i n  
(b) Pack 33A: The plateau voltage of the non- 
A l l  of the fai led cells had d e e d  
(2) Capacity Checks: The ampere-hour capacities on 
Pack Nurher 5 7A 33A 
Precycling Capacity 13.8 13.5 
140 Days Disch #2 13.6 12.0 
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10. Yardney 12.0 ah, T h r e e  5-cell Packs, 1.5-hour O r b i t  
Peri od : 
a. Cell Discri ption: These are vented c e l l s ,  rectan- 
gular  i n  shape, w i t h  cell j a r s  and ce l l  covers molded of a plastic 
materi a1 . The cel ls  were i ndi vi  dual ly epoxy potted t o  hermetically 
seal them. 
b .  Test Parameters: 
Percent 
Pack Test Depth of Charge Voltage 
Number Temperature Discharge L i  mi t , Per Cell 
85B -20' c 25 1.60 - t 0.03 
9 7B 0' c 25 1.58 - + 0.03 
828 25' C 25 1.55 - + 0.03 
c. Test Results: 
(1 ) Performance on Cycl i ng: Cycli ng was stated i n 
January 1966. Pack 858 fai led on cycle 2375, pack 97B on cycle 
4481, and pack 82B on cycle 4559. Due t o  poor charge acceptance a t  
-20' C the end-of-discharge voltage dropped below 0.8 vol t  per cell.  
On cycle 214, the t e s t  temperature of pack 858 was increased t o  
40' C w i t h  a voltage l imi t  of 1.55 volts per cell , average. The 
pack then cycled sa t i s fac tor i ly  w i t h  the end-of-discharge voltage 
being approximately 1.06 volts per cell . The end-of-discharge volt-  
age of pack 97B and 828 was also approximately 1.06 volts per cell. 
cel ls  showed the cause of fa i lure  t o  be s i l v e r  penetration of the 
separator r e s u l t i n g  i n  an internal ly  shorted cell . 
(3)  Capaci ty Checks : The ampere-hour capaci ties on 
the precycling and capacity check cycles are as follows: 
( 2 )  Failure Analysis: Analysis o f  the 10 failed 
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PRECYCLIfK Ai4D CAPACITY CllECKS 
O r b i t  Period 1.5-hour 
Tenrpe r a t  u re - 20°* O0  25 O 
Depth o f  Discharge 2 5% 2 5% 2 5% 
Pack Flurrber 3513 9 78 82B 
Precycling Capacity 5.40 9.00 13.30 
88 Days 13.80 ** 4.50 
176 Days 8.70 3.50 2.90 
264 Days 13.70 5.73 3.30 
352 Days 3.60 3.70 
* Cycle 214 changed t o  40" C 
** Capacity check not  performed due t o  low 
voltage on several c e l l s .  
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111. CELLS USING SOPHISTICATED CHARGE CONTROL METHODS kiD DEVZCES: 
A. Auxiliary Electrode: 
1. Gulton 6.0 ah (Nickel-Cadmium), Six 5-cell Packs, 
1.5-hour Orbit Period: 
a. Cell Description: These cells are rectangular i n  
shape. The cell container and cell cover are made of stainless 
steel. Both terminals are insulated from the cell cover by ceramic 
seals and protrude through the cover as solder type terminals. A 
s ta in less  steel tab is welded to  the cell cover for the auxili lary 
electrode terminal. The auxiliary electrode i s  welded t o  the inner 
surface of the cell container. A res i s tor  i s  mounted externally 
between the auxi l i a ry  electrode and the negative termi nal . Recharge 
percentage may be adjusted by adjus t ing  the voltage level of the 
auxi 15 ary electrode detector ci rcui t and/or varying the auxi 1 i aty 
electrode resistance while maintaining a fixed voltage t o  the detec- 
t o r  ci rcui t. 
control u n i t  .) 
(See Section I I ,  Paragraph I1 I .B . , f o r  descri p t i o n  of 
b .  Test Parameters: 
Percent T r i p  Auxi 1 i ary Elect rode 
Pack Test Depth of Voltage Level Resistors (Ohms) 
Nuher Temperature Discharge (Millivolts) 1 2 3 4 5 
59 A 0" c 25 150 10 10 10 10 10 
71A 0" c 40 150 10 10 10 10 10 
23A 25" C 25 300 12 12 20 29 24 
11A 25" C 40 300 24 24 10 8 24 
35A 40" c 15 70 47 47 47 47 47 
47A 40" c 25 300 11 11 12 11 11 
c. Test Results: 
(1 ) Performance on Cycli ng: 
February 1965. Pack failures occurred on cycle 14,863 for pack 59A, 
on cycle 5753 for  pack 71R, on cycle 15,713 for  pack 23A, on cycle 
7743 fo r  pack 11A, on cycle 12,511 for pack 35A and on cycle 5502 
fo r  pack 47A. 
Cycling was s ta r ted  i n 
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(2)  F a i l u r e  Analysis: Analys3s af 19 failed cells 
shawed that the major cause of failure was due t o  separator deterior- 
ation, migration of the negative p l a t e  matePFal , and electrolyte 
leakage which ranged from 1.3 t o  8.7 grams. Other ConditZom found 
i n  the cell were h i g h  iBterna7 p r e s s u r e ,  blisters on me 
pl  ates extraneous posi ti FI .~  niateri a1 , ceramic short, and weak tab- 
to-plate welds. 
(3)  Capacity Checks : The anpewhour capacities on 
t h e  capacity check cycles are as follovts: 
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PRECY CLI  NG R W  CAPACITY CHECKS 
O r b i t  Per iod  1.5-hour 
Temperature 0" 0" 25" 2 5" 
Depth o f  Discharge 25% 40% 25% 40 % 
Pack :dumber 59A 71A 23A 11'4 
100 Cycles 7.15 7.25 3.40 4.12 
88 Days Disch #2 7.00 7.50 5.95 5.50 
176 Days Disch #2 3.50 7.00 3.85 3.15 
264 Days Disch # %  6.75 5.65 5.20 6.29 
352 Days Disch #2 6.50 4.00 4.35 
440 Days Disch #2 6.85 ' 4.45 3.95 
528 gays Disch #2 7.00 4.20 2.75 
616 Days Disch #2 6.35 3.85 
704 Days Disch #2 6.10 4.40 
792 Days Disch #2 5.50 2.45 
380 Days, Disch 82 2.50 1.50 
968 Days Disch 82 1 .oo 
1056 Days i3isch #2 0.78 
40 " 40" 
151 2 5% 
3 5A 47A 
2.95 3.65 
2.25 2.10 
1.60 1.70 
1.85 2.25 
2.00 
2.75 
2.50 
2.20 
1.50 
2.55 
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2. Gulton 10.0 ah (Nickel-Cadmium), Three  5-cell Packs, 
1 .5-hour Orbi t Period: 
a. Cell Description: These cells are rectangular i n  
shape. The cell container and cover are made o f  plastic. 
cell i s  f i t ted w i t h  a pressure gage. Both terminals protrude 
t h r o u g h  the cell cover as solder type  temi nals . Each cell  
contains an adhydrode as a signal electrode and an American Cyanamid 
type AB-6X electrode for a scavenger electrode. The adhydrode i s  
located i n  the center of the plate stack and welded t o  the base o f  
the pressure gage f i t t i n g .  The scavenger electrode i s  located on 
the side of the plate stack and connected internally t o  the nega- 
tive material. Each 5-cell pack w a s  epoxy potted into a metal 
contai ner by Gulton Industries i n order t o  hermetically seal the 
cel ls .  T h e  cells were developed under Contract IIAS 5-10241. (See 
Section 11, Paragraph III.B., for description of control unit.) 
Each 
b . Test Parameters : 
Percent Tri p Auxiliary 
Pack Test Depth o f  Voltage Level Electrode 
Nuher Terrperature Discharge (Milli volts) Resistors (Ohm) 
208 0" c 25 250 47 
€2.3 25" C 25 250 47 
6B 40" C 25 250 47 
c. Test Results: 
(1 ) Performance on Cycling: 
Movenlber 1967. Pack 208 fa i  led duri  ng the pmcycl i ng capaci ty , 
pack 88 on cycle 2414, and pack 6B on cycle bO2. All three packs 
were returned t o  Goddard Space f l ight  Center. for analysis. 
Cycling was started i n 
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3. Gul ton  20 ah ( N O )  , (Wickel-Cadmi um) , Three. 5-cell 
a. Cell Description: These ce l l s  are rectangular i n  
Packs, 1.5-hour Orbit Period: 
shape. The cell container and cell cover are made of s ta in less  
s t e e l .  Both termi'nals are insulated from the cover by ceramic 
seals  and protrude t h r s u g h  the cover as solder type terminals. 
Each ceramic seal is s e t  i n  an expansion j o i n t  t o  remove the stress 
placed on the seal by the movement o f  the plates or cell cover. 
P, s ta in less  steel tab i s  welded to  the cover for the auxi l iary 
electrode terniinal . The auxiliary electrode is  welded t o  the 
inner surface o f  the Cell container. A r e s i s to r  i s  mounted 
externally between the auxiliary electrode and negati ve termi nal . 
This type cell was used i n  the OAO satel l i tes l  (See Section 11, 
Paragraph I I1 .B . , for descri p t i  on of control u n i t  .) 
Pack 
ihmber 
586 
12c 
36B 
b .  Test Parameters: 
Percent Tri p Auxi l i ary 
Test Depth o f  Voltage Level E l ec t rode 
Temperature Di  scharge ( M i  11 i volts ) Resistors ( Ohms) 
0" c 15 40 6.8 
2 5 O  c 15 200 G .8 
40" C 15 200 6.8 
( I )  The following changes i n  the charge current 
were made i n  order t o  obtain more data on the auxiliary electrode 
control. 
Pack Nuiher Cycle Current Cycle C u r r e n t  Cycle C u r r e n t  
58B 234 9.5 Amps 734 19.5 Amps 1518 10 Amps 
l2C 85 9.6 Amps 262 13.5 Amps 629 10 Amps 
368 51 9.6 Amps 226 19.6 hips 698 10 Anips 
c. Test Results: 
( I )  Performance on Cycling: 
Clarch 1967. Pack 36U completed cycle 2740 on 5 Septenber 1967 with- 
out any cell fa i lures ,  a t  w h i c h  time cycling was discontinued. Packs 
583 and 12L completed 4026 and 4934 cycles respectively on 
Cycling was s ta r ted  i n  
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25 January 1968 without any cell fa i lures ,  a t  which time cycling 
was discontinued on both packs. The  three packs were returned t o  
Goddard Space F1 i gh t Center for  eval uati  on. 
(2 )  Capacity Checks : The ampere-hour capacities 
on the capacity check cycles are as follows: 
O r b i t  Period 1.5- hour 
Temperature oo 25' 4 0 O  
Depth of Discharge 151 15% 1 5% 
Pack Nutrber 58f3 12c 368 
30 Days * 14.7 * 
88 Days 20.0 20.6 10.7 
176 Days 22.0 20.5 
264 Days 22.4 
* Capacity checks were not run due t o  the 
changes i n  charge rate .  
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4. GE 6.0 ah (Nickel-Cadniium), Two 5-cell Packs, 1.5-hour 
O r b i t  Period: 
a. Cell Description: Tnese cells are rectangular in 
shape. The cell container and the cell cover are made of stainless 
s teel .  Both terminals are insulated from the cell cover by ceramic 
seals and protrude through the cover as solder type terrmnals. A 
stainless steel t ab ,  welded t o  the cover, provides the terminal for 
the auxiliary electrode. The auxiliary electrode (Type C )  i s  welded 
t o  the inner surface of the cell container. A resistor i s  mounted 
externally bebeen the auxiliary electrode and the negative terminal. 
The plates of the cells o f  Pack 9G are separated w i t h  a material 
called "Chenisorb" whereas those of the cells of Pack 27C are  
separated with "Pellon" used as the standard for this tes t .  
Section 11, Paragraph III.B., for description of  control u n i t . )  
(See 
b .  Test Parameters: 
Percent Trip Auxi 1 i ary 
Pack Test Depth of Voltage Level Electrode 
Muniber Temperature Discharge (Millivolts) Resistors Separator 
9G 40" C 25 500 510 Ohms Chemsorb 
27C 40' C 25 ti00 510 Ohms Pellon 
c. Test Results: 
(1) Performance on Cycli ng: Cycl i ng w a s  started i n 
No vether 1968. 
(a)  Pack 9G: T h i s  pack failed on cycle 143 a t  
which time three cells shorted internally. 
the auxi l iary electrode shorted t o  the positive terminal. 
In one of these cells 
1. One of the failed cells was returned t o  
Goddard Space Flight Cenfer for detailed analysis of the separator 
niateri a1 "Cheins orb". 
2. Failure analysis o f  the other two cells 
shaved t h a t  distortion OT the cases and covers, caused by h i g h  
internal pressure, moved the corner o f  the plates opposite the tabs 
i n  one cell i n t o  the bus of the plates of opposite polarity; and i n  
the other cell the positive plates cane i n t o  contact with the cell 
case, thereby short ing the auxiliary electrode to  the positive 
terminal. Both cells also shaved separator deterioration. 
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( b )  Pack 27C: The two'cells which failed on 
cycle 496 shwed s igns  of high internal pressure and migration of 
negative plate material. Cycling was discontinued on cycle 559, 
(2 )  Capaci ty Checks : 
( a )  Precycling consisted of a charge a t  the 
cycling rate u n t i l  the auxiliary electrode voltage o f  any o f  the 
five cells reached 5U0 millivolts followed by a discharge a t  the 
cycling rate t o  1 .OO volt per cell,  average. Each pack delivered 
3.75 anrpere-hours on precyclfng. 
to  the precycling check cycle b u t  none were made because of failure 
o r  di sconti nuance of cycl i ng before f i  rs t scheduled capaci ty check. 
( b )  Capacity check cycles were to be identical 
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5. GE 12.0 ah (Nickel-Cadmium) , Four 5-cell Packs, 1.5-hour 
O r b i t  Period: 
a. Cell Description: These cells are rectangular i n  
shape. The cell container and the cell cover are made of stainless 
s teel .  Both terminals are insulated from the cell cover by ceramic 
seals and protrude through the cover as 1/4-20 threaded posts. A 
stainless steel t a b  is welded to the cell cover for the auxiliary 
electrode terminal. The auxiliary electrode is a fuel cell type 
electrode and is welded t o  the inner surface of the cell container. 
A resistor i s  mounted external ly bebeen the auxi liary electrode 
and the negative termi nal . (See Section I I, Paragraph I I1 .B . , for 
description of control u n i t . )  
b ,  Test Parameters: 
Pack 
Number 
60A 
12A 
24A 
48A 
Test 
Temper a t u  re 
0' c 
25' C 
25' C 
40' c 
Percent 
Depth of 
Discharge 
25 
25 
40 
25 
T r i p  Auxi 1 i ai-y 
Voltage Level Electrode 
(Millivolts) Resistors (Ohms) 
400 3 
400 1 
400 1 
400 0.5 
(1)  Pack 48A was changed t o  0' C af ter  528 cycles 
w i t h  the following parameters: 
iiesistors, 3 ohms on each cel l .  
Depth of Discharge, 40 percent; 
c. Test Results: 
(1) Performance on Cycling: Cycling was started i n  
October 1965. Cycling of Packs 60A, lZA, 24A and 48A was discon-  
tinued on cycles 5650, 1698, 665 and 5110 cycles respectively. 
(a) Pack 12A, a t  25' C: The end-of-discharge 
voltage fel l  below 1 .O volt per cel l ,  average, on cycle 486. The 
pack was reconditioned and returned to  cycling. A t  cycle 872 the 
voltage again dropped below 1 .O volt per cel l ,  average. The pack 
was again reconditioned. A t  cycle 1051 the pack again lost  capacity 
and was reconditioned for  the t h i r d  time. Cycling of this pack was 
discontinued a t  cycle 16138 because of loss of capacity. 
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( b )  Pack 24A, a t  25" C: The end-of-discharge 
voltage fe l l  below 1 .O volt per cel l ,  average, on cycle 410. The 
pack was reconditioned and returned t o  cycling. 
voltage again dropped below 1 .O volt per cell ,  average. The control 
u n i t  was then s e t  to  charge a t  2.5 amperes for the remaining portion 
of the 60-minute charge period a f te r  the trip p o i n t  had been mached. 
T h i s  overcharge d i d  not improve the capacity of the pack s o  the t e s t  
was discontinued on cycle 665. 
At cycle 537, the 
(c) Pack 48A completed 528 cycles a t  40" C a t  
which time the test temperature w a s  reduced t o  0" C and the depth 
of discharge was increased from 25 t o  40 percent. Cycling was 
discontinued af ter  cycle 5110 because the cells would not operate 
satisfactorily over the entire ternperature range of 0' t o  40' C. 
Additional data a t  0' C would be of l i t t l e  value i n  evaluating the 
cells for space application. 
(a) Pack G O A ,  a t  0" C ,  completed 5650 cycles 
( e )  Fai 1 ure Analysis : Consul t a t i  on w i  t h  Goddard 
before i t  was discontinued for the same reasons given for Pack 484. 
Space fl ight Center and the manufacturer resulted i n  the decision 
t o  forego failure analyses of these cells since i t  was believed 
their  poor performance was the result of questionable processing. 
the capacity check cycles art? as follows: 
(2 )  Capaci ty Checks : The ampere-hour capaci ti es on 
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CAPACITY CIiECKS 
O r b i t  Period 1.5-hour 
Temperature 0" 0" 25O 
Depth o f  Discharge 2 5% 40% 2 5% 
Pack :Jumber GOA 48A 1 2A 
100 Cycles 15.00 5.33* 3.90 
88 Days Disch #2 15.10 15.20 ** 
176 Days Disch #2 14.60 15.10 
264 Days Oisch #E 11.50 
25" 
43% 
24i\ 
9.10 
** 
* Pack 48A capacity tes t  discharges a t  this point were 
a t  arrbient temperature o f  40' C .  
because o f  e a r l i e r  losses o f  capacity. 
** Capaci ty check a t  88 days (1440 cycles) was not r u n  
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6 .  GE 12.0 ah (Nickel-Cadmium), Six 5-cell Packs, 1.5-hour 
Orbit Period: 
a.  Cell Description: These cells are rectangular i n  
shape. The cell  container and cell cover are made of stainless 
steel .  Both terminals are insulated from the cell cover by ceramic 
seals  and protrude through the cover as 1/4-20 threaded postse A 
s ta in less  s tee l  tab is  welded t o  the cell  cov2r fo r  the auxiliary 
electrode terminal . One auxiliary electrode was welded internal ly  
t o  the negative terminal and the other one was welded to  the cel l  
container. A r e s i s to r  is mounted externally between the auxiliary 
electrode and the negative terminal. 
111.6. , f o r  description of control u n i t . )  
(See Section 11, Paragraph 
b .  Test Parameters: 
Percent T r i p  Auxiliary 
Pack Test Depth o f  Voltage Level E l  ec trode 
Number Temperature D i  scharge (Mi 11 i vol k; ) Resistors (Ohm 1 
58A 0" c 25 500 6.8 
72 A oo c 40 500 6.8 
1 2u 25" c 25 500 6.8 
24B 2ti0 c 40 503 6.8 
36A 40" c 25 500 6.8 
34A 40" C 40 500 6.8 
(1) Upper Voltage Limit: 1.47 - + 0.03 volts per 
ce l l  , average. 
( 2 )  Lcwer Voltage L i m i  t: 1.40 - + 0.03 volts per 
ce l l ,  average. 
c. Test Results : 
(1)  Performance on Cycling: 
January 1967. 
t i n u e d  on cycles 136, 304, 404, 38, 75 and 65 respectively. These 
packs shaved excessive capacity losses i n  relatively few cycles as 
reflected i n  the capacity check data. 
Cycling was s ta r ted  i n  
Packs 58A, 72A, 128, 24B, 36A and 34A were discon- 
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( 2 )  Capaci ty Checks: The ampere-hour capaci ties 
on the precycling and capacity check cycles are as follows: 
were 17.4 anpere-hours on the f i r s t  discharge and 16.6 ampere-hours 
on the second discharge. After 133 cycles the pack was again given 
a capaci ty check and deli vered 16 .O ampere-hours on the f i r s t  di  s- 
charge and 15.7 ampere-hours on the second discharge. 
biere 17.4 ampere-hours on the f i r s t  discharge and 16.4 ampere-hours 
on the second discharge. After 177 cycles the pack was again given 
a capacity check and delivered 15.6 ampere-hours on the f i rs t  d is -  
charge and 15.6 ampere-hours on the second discharge. 
Precycling capacities 
were 15.9 ampere-hours on the f i r s t  discharge and 10.5 ampere-hours 
on the second discharge. After 401 cycles the pack was again given 
a capacity check and de l ivered  6.8 ampere-hours on the f i r s t  d i s -  
charge and 7.2 arrpere-hours on the second discharge. 
( a )  Pack 58A, a t  0' C: Precycling capacities 
(b) Pack 72A, a t  0' C: Precycli ng capaci t i e s  
(c) Pack 128, a t  23' C:  
( d )  Pack 248, a t  25' C: Precycling capacities 
were 17.2 ampere-hours on the f i r s t  discharge and 15.1 ampere-hours 
on the second discharge. After 38 cycles the pack was again g i v e n  
a capacity check and delivered 4.6 ampere-hours on the f i r s t  d i s -  
charge and 6.8 ampere-hours on the second discharge. 
(e) Pack 36A, a t  40" C: Precycling capacities 
were 12.1 ampere-hours on the f i r s t  discharge and 6 . 3  anpere-hours 
on t h e  second discharge. After 56 cycles the pack was again given 
a capaci ty check and delivered 3.5 ampere-hours on the f i r s t  d i s -  
charge and 2.6 anpere-hours on the second discharge. 
( f )  Pack 34A, a t  40' C: Precycling capacities 
were 13.3 ampere-hours on the f i r s t  discharge and 6.7 ampere-hours 
on the second discharge. nfter 43 cycles the pack was again given 
a capacity check and delivered 4.1 ampere-hours on the f i r s t  dis-  
charge and 3.2 ampere-hours on the second discharge. 
Caddard Space F l i g h t  Center and the manufacturer resulted i n  the 
decision to  forego fa i lure  analyses of these cells since i t  was 
believed t h e i r  poor performance was the result of questionable 
processing. 
(9) Failure Analyses: Consultation w i t h  
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7. Sonotone 5.0 ah (Nickel-Cadmium), One 5-cell Pack, 
1.5-hour Orbit Period (Pack 140) : 
a. Cell Description: These ce l l s  are rectangular i n  
shape. The cell j a r s  and cell covers are made o f  a p l a s t i c  material. 
Each cell i s  equipped w i t h  an auxiliary electrode which i s  used for 
gas reconbination. The ce l l s  were constructed a t  the Goddard Space 
Flight Center from parts supplied by Sonotone. The cel ls  were t h a n  
individually epoxy potted i n  order t o  hermetically seal them. 
b.  Test Parameters : 
( 1 )  Test Temperature: 25" C. 
( 2 )  Depth of Discharge: 25%. 
(3 )  Charge Voltage Limit: 
(4)  Auxiliary Electrode Resistors: All 1 ohm. 
1.50 - + 0.03 volts per 
cell , average. 
( a )  Following the low end-of-discharge voltage 
condition of one cell  bebeen cycles 1110 and 1136, the auxiliary 
electrode resis tors  on each of the five ce l l s  were changed to  50 
ohms, a t  the request of Goddard Space Flight Center, t o  note any 
changes i n  the cell  voltage characterist ics.  
c. Test Results: 
(1) Performance on Cycling: Cycling was started 
i n  Novether 1967. This pack fai led on cycle 1179 due t o  fa i lure  
of three cells a t  that  time as a resu l t  of severe migration o f  
negative plate material. The positive plates of one cell  were 
bl is tered;  and ilrbedded i n  one was a piece of extraneous p l a s t i c  
material. 
( 2 )  Capacity Checks: The ampere-hour capacity on 
grecycling was 3.99 ampere-hours e 
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8. Yardney 12  
24- hour Orbit Peri od : 
a. Cell D 
0 ah (Silver-Cadmium), Two 5-cell Packs, 
scr ipt ion:  The ce l l s  are rectangular i n  
shape. The cell  j a r s  and covers are  molded of a p las t ic  material. 
A fuel cell  type auxiliary electrode for  gas reconbination was 
ins ta l led  i n  each cel l  by Qddard Space F l i g h t  Center before being 
individually epoxy potted w i t h  a wrap of fiberglass material t o  
hermetically seal and strengthen them, 
b. Test Parameters: 
Percent Auxi l i  ary 
Pack Test Depth o f  Charge Voltage Electrode 
Nuher Tenperature Discharge L i m i t ,  Per Cell Resistors (ohms) 
21 D 0" c 43 
9F 40" C 43 
c. Test Results : 
(1) Performan 
i n  June 1967. 
1.51 - + 0.03 
1.51 + 0.03 
on Cycling: Cycling was 
1 
1 
tar ted 
( a )  Pack 21D: T h i s  pack fai led on cycle 60 
due to  low capacity of several ce l l s .  
( b )  Pack 9F: The f i r s t  of four cell  fa i lures  
occurred on cycle 258, the second on cycle 288, and the remaining 
two on cycle 310. 
(c) The  two packs were returned t o  Goddard 
Space Fl i g h t  Center for  analysis. 
on the precycling and capacity check cycles are as fo l lows: 
( 2 )  Capaci ty Checks: The apere-hour capaci t i e s  
Pack Number 27 D 9F 
Precycli ng Capacity 4.33 5.53 
100 Slays 8.33  
200 Days 7.60 
273 Days 5.33 
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is. Stabistor: The stabistor i s  a semiconductor device t h a t  i s  
used t o  shunt current around a fully charged cell.  The stabistor 
will pass current when the voltage across i t  h a s  reaciied the break- 
down value. The breakdown voltage depends won the terperature of 
the stabistor. A t  higher tenperatues the breakdown voltage i s  
lower than a t  cold tenperatures. Across the terminals of each cell 
i s  nmnted a 5-ampere s tab is tor  t o  limit the charge current, and an 
antireversal diode t o  prevent cell reversal on discharge. 
1. Sonotone 5 .O ah (fili ckel-Cadmi um) , E i  qh t 5-cell Packs 
1.5-hour O r b i t  Period: 
a .  Cell Description: These are cyclindrical cells 
made of stainless steel .  Two stainless steel tabs are welded t o  
the cover for the negative connections. The positive temi nal i s  
an extension of the positive plate tab and i s  insulated from tne 
"negative" cover by a ceraniic seal. Two ri rig indentations , about 
1/32 inch deep, located approximately 7/8 i n c h  from either end of 
the cell can, were crimped after cell assetrbly t o  hold the elemnt. 
snugly i n  the cylindrical can. This type cell was used in the 
TIROS (Television Infrared Observation Satell i te)  satel l i te .  
b .  Test Parameters: 
( 1 )  Init ial  Test Paranleters: 
Pack 
Numb e r 
75c 
89B 
92A 
1226: 
7 3u 
8 78 
99G 
112i: 
Tes t 
Temperature 
-20" c 
-200 c 
0" c 
0" c 
25" c 
25" C 
40" C 
40" C 
Percent Deptii 
of D i  s Ci.1 arge 
,- 25 
40 
25 
4a 
25 
40 
25 
40 
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(1 )  Pack 112B d i d  not cycle sa t i s fac tor i ly  a t  49 
percent dep th  of discharge so a t  cycle 48 the depth of discharge 
was reduced to  15 percent, w i t h  a l l  other parameters unchanged. 
( 2 )  I t  was necessary t o  recharge al l  packs a t  the 
c/l rate (5  anperes) since the 5-ampere s t ab i s to r  ( w i t h  h e a t  s i n k )  
i n  parallel  w i t h  each cell was designed t o  maintain the proper 
s tab is tor  temperature for the correct breakdwn voltage when s h u n t -  
i n g  the 5 amperes. 
c. Test Results : 
(1)  Performance on Cycling: Cycling was s ta r ted  i n  
August 7965. Pack 7SC fa i led  on cycle 2145, pack i39B on cycle 1530, 
pack 92A on cycle 8774, pack 1228 on cycle 5190, pack 73B on cycle 
4742, pack 878 on cycle 2392, pack 996 on cycle 4388, and pack 112B 
on cycle 3294. The breakdwn voltage of the s tabis tors  was too h i g h  
for  proper voltage l imiting, thereby r e s u l t i n g  i n  excessive gassing 
and h i g h  internal pressure. T h i s  i n  turn caused leakage as evidenced 
by carbonate deposits around the ceramic seal of  the terminal of 26 
of the 29 fa i led  cells, of which the containers o f  23 cells were 
bul ged. Other condi tions found duri  ng the fai  lure analysis were 
excess scoring , migration o f  the negative Dlate material , weak tab-  
to-plate welds , ceramic shorts, separator deterioration, b l i s te r ing  
on the positive plates , loosened acti  ve materi a1 , and extraneous 
acti ve iriateri a1 . 
(2) Capaci ty Checks : The ampere-hour capaci ties on 
the precycling and capacity check cycles are as follows: 
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PRECYCLI!JG AND CAPACITY CHECKS 
O r b i t  Period 1.5-hour 
Tenperature  -200 -200 0" 00 250 250 40" 40" 
Depth o f  Discharge 25% 40% 251 40% 25% 40% 25% 40% 
Pack :lumber 75c '89B 92A 1228 736 87B 39B 1128 
Precyc l ing  Capacity 4.92 4.96 3.38 4.13 5.33 5.50 4.21 3.71 
88 Days Disch Sf2 1.21 2.58 2.75 2.33 2.33 3.66 1.88 1.04 
176 Dqys Disch H2 1.71 1.50 1.29 1.50 
264 Days Disch 82 0.75 0.79 1 . I7  
352 Da.ys Disc!i K! * * 
440 Days Disch H2 1.36 
* Cell fa i lure  occurred during caoac i ty  check. 
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C.  Coulonleter: (See Section 11, Paragraph 1II.C. I) for descrip- 
t ion of cadmi urn-cadmi um coulometer. ) 
1. 
10-cell Pack, 1.5-hour Orbit Period (Pack 3%): 
Gulton 3.6  ah (Nickel-Cadnrium with Neoprene Seal) ,  One 
a. Cell Description: These are cyclindrical ce l l s  
w i t h  a folded neoprene seal as described i n  Section 11, Paragraph 
II.A.4.a. 
b. The coulonieter used was b u i l t  by I;E with a capacity 
of 6 .O ampere-hours. 
c. Test Parameters: 
(1) Test Temperature: 25" C. 
( 2 )  Depth of Discharge: 40%. 
d .  Test Results: 
(1 ) Performance on Cycli ng: 
dovember 1965. This pack completed 5399 cycles before fa i lure  by 
s e l f  destruction. During recharge following the first capacity 
check a f t e r  cycle 5399, one o r  more cel ls  of the seven ce l l s  cycling 
shorted and caught f i r e .  All seven ce l l s  were completely destroyed 
thereby preventing fai 1 ure analysis. The coulometer fai led a f t e r  
1868 cycles due t o  loss of capacity. The end-of-discharge voltage 
improved a f t e r  a new coulometer was placed i n  the pack. 
cycles 2782, 4949 and 4976. The three cel ls  showed migration of 
negati  ve p l  ate materi a1 and separator deteri orati  on. Tie pos i ti ve 
plates o f  the three cells had loosened active material and were 
blistered. The welded seam of each of the three ce l l s  shaved 
leakage as evidenced by deposits. 
Cycli ng was started i n 
{a) The  f i r s t  tiiree cell fa i lures  occurred a t  
{b)  The cadmi um-cadmi urn coulomter fai led due 
t o  internal shorting caused by cadmium migration through the single 
layer of nonwoven nylon separator. 
t ion ,  t h e  coulometer must nave a t  l e a s t  twice the amount of p la te  
separation as regular nickel-cadmium cells also r equ i r ing  the ce l l s  
t o  be operated i n  the flooded state t o  keep the internal resistance 
down. 
Because of this cadmium migra- 
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( 2 )  Capacity Checks: The anlpere-hour capacities on 
the precycling and capacity check cycles are as follows: 
Precycli ng 3.06 
88 Days 2.07 
176 Days 2.01 
264 Days 2.55 
352 Days 1.71 
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2. Sonotone 5.0 ah, One 5-cell Pack, 1.5-hour Orbit Pemod: 
a. Cell Description: 
(1 ) The cell contai ner and the cell cover are made 
of s ta in less  s t e e l .  Two s ta in less  s tee l  tabs ,  welded t o  the cover, 
serve as contacts f o r  the negative terminals. The positive terminal 
i s  a solder type extension of the positive p la te  tab through the 
center of the cover. The positive terminal i s  insulated from the 
"negative" cover by a glass t o  metal sea l .  Two r i n g  indentations, 
about 1/32 i n c h  deep, located approximately 7/8 inch from e i the r  
end o f  the cell can, were crimped a f t e r  cell  assembly t o  hold the 
elenient snugly i n  the cylindrical can. 
b .  
F l i g h t  Center. 
The coulometer used was bui l t  by the Goddard Space 
c. Test Parameters: 
(1) Test Temperature: 25' C. 
(2 )  Depth of Discharge: Started a t  80 percent b u t  
was lowered by steps of 10 percent unti l  the pack operated sat isfac-  
to r i  ly a t  30 percent depth of discharge. 
d.  Test Results: Cycling was'started i n  August 1964. 
Upon completion of a to ta l  o f  13,540 cycles a t  the various depths 
o f  discharge listed below, cycling was stopped because the coulom- 
e t e r  developed a short  and could not control the cycling operation 
any longer. 
( 1 )  A t  80 percent, the pack completed 59 cycles. 
( 2 )  A t  70 percent, the pack completed 61 cycles. 
( 3 )  A t  60 percent, the pack completed 55 cycles 
The end-of-discharge voltage dropped below 1.0 vo l t .  
The end-of-di scharge voltage agai n dropped below 1 .O vol t. 
before the end-of-discharge voltage f e l l  below 1 .il volt .  
(4)  A t  50 pe.rcent, the pack completed 90 cycles 
before the end-of-discharge voltage f e l l  below 1 .O vol t -  
(5 )  A t  40 percent, the pack completed 250 cycles 
before the end-of-discharge voltage f e l l  below 1.3 volt .  
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(6 )  A t  30 percent, the pack completed 13,025 cycles 
before the coulometer developed a short. 
age was about 1.07 volts per cel l ,  average, w i t h  an end-of-charge 
voltage o f  1.42 volts per cell  
The percent of recharge, as controlled by t h e  coulometer, ranged 
from 104 t o  111 percent w i t h  an average value of 106 percent. 
The end-of-discharge volt- 
average, over the en t i re  cycle l i f e .  
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D. Sherfey Upside-Down Cycling: T h i s  type of cycling starts 
w i t h  the cells i n  a completely discharged condition. Each cycle 
consists of a charge of 60 percent followed by a discharge of 40 
percent of the cell's rated capacity. Upon completion of each 
f i f th  cycle, the cells are discharged through resistors fo r  90 
additional minutes t o  return the cells to the completely discharged 
condition (bleed portion of cycle) f o r  the s tar t  of the next 
sequence of five cycles. In this manner, the cells operate below 
the 100 percent charged s ta te  much of the time thereby p r e v e n t i n g  
overchargi ng and bui ldup  of excessive gas pressure. 
1. Test Equipment: The charge and discharge currents f o r  
the pack are supp l i ed  by a power supply. The rates and cycling 
regimen are controlled by the Sherfey cycling u n i t  which contains 
the resistors used t o  completely discharge the cells a f t e r  each 
f i f t h  cycle. The cycle t i m i n g  is  done by u s i n g  a synchronous 
motor timer. 
2. 
19-cell Pack, 1 .!%hour O r b i t  Period: 
Gul ton  3.6 ah (Nickel-Cadmium with Neoprene Sea l ) ,  One 
a. Cell Description: These are cyclindrical cells with 
a folded neoprene seal as described i n  Section 11, Paragraph 
I I .A. 4.a. 
b.  Test Parameters : 
( 1 )  Test Temperature: 25" C. 
(2)  Depth ofillischarge: 40%. 
c. Test Results: Cycling w a s  started i n  Septerrrber 1965. 
This pack fai led on cycle 5505. Each of the cell fai lures was caused 
by the  loss of electrolyte  around the weld between the ce l l  container 
and cell cover. Because of this leakage, which  began a t  the s t a r t  
of cycling, the ce l l s  began t o  dry out and the charge voltage began 
t o  increase. The end-of-charge voltage gradually i ncreased from 1.44 
volts i n i t i a l l y  t o  1.60 volts per cell ,  average, a t  the end of cycl'e 
l i f e  reflecting the effects  o f  the drying out of the cells. On each 
successive discharge following the bleeding of every f i f t h  cycle, 
the end-of-di scharge voltage i ncreased about 0.02 vol t  per cell . 
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E. Two-step Charge Regulator: When silver-cadmi um and silver- 
zinc cells are p u t  on a long charge period w i t h  only a voltage limit, 
the cells begin t o  unbalance when the pack goes into overcharge. A 
new method of charging cells of these types was developed a t  Goddard 
Space F l i g h t  Center. Charging of the bat tery is by constant current 
t o  the upper voltage limit, then is automatically crossed over t o  
constant potential. When the current decreases t o  a predetermi ned 
level, the constant potential charge is reset t o  the lower voltage 
limit which is equal t o  the open circuit  voltage o f  the battery. 
The u n i t  will not return t o  the upper voltage limit u n t i l  the charge 
current goes above the predetermined value. T h i s  method prevents  
the cells f r o m  becoming unbalanced dur ing  long charge periods. 
1. Test Equipment:  The charge and discharge currents are 
supplied by a u n i t  described i n  Section VI, Paragraph I.B.l. The 
two-step regulator, designed by the Goddard Space F l i g h t  Center, i s  
used t o  control the rate of charge and the voltage limits. 
2. Delco-Remy 25.0 ah (Silver-Zinc) , Two 10-cell Packs, 
24-hour Orbi t  Period: 
a. Cell Description: These cells are rectangular i n  
shape w i t h  sealed nylon cases. Each cell was individually epoxy 
potted by the manufacturer. The positive plates have one percent 
of pal ladi urn added t o  the active materi a1 . 
b.  Test Parameters: 
(1) Test Tenperature: 25' C. 
(2 )  Depth of Discharge: 40%. 
(3) Upper Voltage L i m i t :  1.97 0.03 vol ts  per 
ce l l ,  average. 
(4)  Low C u r r e n t  Level : 0.35 amps. 
(5) Lower Voltage L i m i t :  1.87 0.03 volts per, 
cell , average. 
c. Test Results: 
(1) Performance on Cycling: 
( a )  Cycling was started on Pack 9D i n  Deceher 
1965. T h i s  pack completed 121 cycles w i t h  two cell failures. 
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The t e s t  was discontinued a t  the request of Goddard Space F l i g h t  
Center when the two cells failed, 'because t4e voltage limit 
settings could no t  be lowered. The failed cells were returned t o  
the manufacturer for analysis. T h i s  analysis i ndi Gated t h a t  the 
zinc plates were i n  better condition (very l i t t l e  shape change) 
than plates of previous samples, b u t  t h a t  si lver penetratton w a s  
s t i l l  a problem. 
1966. T h i s  pack completed 90 cycles w i t h  three cell failures. 
The t e s t  was discontinued a t  t h a t  time. The cells were returned 
to  the manufacturer; no report  on the failure analysis has been 
received. 
( b )  Cycling o f  pack 9E was started i n  October 
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3. Yardney 16.0 ah (Silver-Zi nc) , One 10-cell Pack, 
24-hour Orbit Peri od (Pack 57C) : 
a. Cell Description: These are vented cells, rectan- 
gular  i n  shape, w i t h  the cell  j a r s  and cell  covers molded of a 
p l a s t i c  material. They contain a limited amount o f  electrolyte .  
The cells were individually epoxy potted t o  hermt ica l ly  seal them. 
b.  Test Parameters: 
(1) Depth of Discharge: 31%. 
( 2 )  Upper Voltage Limit; 
(3 )  Low C u r r e n t  Level : 
1.98 - + 0.03 v o l t s  per 
cell , average. 
0.10 amperes. 
(4)  Lower Voltage L i m i t :  
( 5 )  Test Temperature: 
1.86 - + 0.03 volts per 
25' C for 100 cycles; then 
cell  , average. 
0' C fo r  100 cycles. Repeat u n t i l  pack fa i lure  occurs. 
c. Test Results: 
(1 ) Performance on Cycli ng: 
December 1966. T h i s  pack completed 281 cycles w i t n  one cell  fa i lure .  
The fai led cell began leaking e lec t ro ly te  after 137 cycles, The 
ce l l s  operated very well a t  both terperatures. Because of the 
d i f f icu l ty  i n  changing the voltage l imi t s ,  as s e t  by the two-step 
regulator, Goddard Space Flight Center requested tha t  the t e s t  be 
d i  sconti nued. 
Cycli ng was s ta r ted  i n 
( 2 )  Capacity Checks: Each cell  was discharged t o  
the cutoff voltage o f  1.30 volts and the ampere-hour capacities 
determi ned. After 80 days of cycli rig the capacities ranged from 
6.67 to  20.0 ampere-hours. After 203 days of cycling the capacity 
range was 0.67 to  18.5 ampere-hours. 
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I e TEST FACILITIES 
A .  Envi ronmntal Chambers : Ambient t e s t  tenperature condi- 
t ions were obtained w i t h  the following equipment: 
1 .  -20' C: A 12 cubic foot chamber manufactured by 
General Thermodynamics Inc. Model UCH 322 C-B ?I temperature 
controls accurate to  w i t h i n  5 1 .5' C. 
2. 0' C: A 27 cubic foot chatliber manufactured by the 
A. Webber Engineering Corporation, Model WF-27-40 , t ewera ture  
controls accurate to  w i t h i n  - + 1.5' C. 
25' C: Packs cycli ng a t  25' C are located i n an ai r 
conditioned room w i t h  other temperature cri  t i ca l  equipment. The 
temperature is  maintained a t  25' - + 2' C. 
3. 
4. 40' C: A 27 cubic foot chamber manufactured by Tenney 
Engineering Inc, , Model UF-40240, temperature controls accurate 
t o  w i t h i n  - + 1.5' C. 
5. Several small chathers are used as required f o r  addi- 
t ional packs and for any speci a1 temperature requirements. They 
range i n  size froin 1.5 t o  2.5 cubic f e e t  and have a temperature 
range of -75' C t o  175' C. 
B. Charge and Discharge Control U n i t s :  
1 .  Each cel l  pack is  connected t o  i ts  own, independent, 
so l id  s ta te  current limiting charging u n i t .  These u n i t s  control 
the charge rates and voltage l imits by r e g u l a t i n g  the current 
supp l i ed  by a 28 WDC generator which is  comon t o  a l l  u n i t s .  
They also discharge the packs by a relay switching system which 
changes the current lead connections w i t h i n  the u n i t s .  Each h a s  
two amneters rated a t  + 1 percent accuracy f o r  visual monitoring 
of the charge and discKarge currents ,  and three separate controls 
f o r  setting the currents and voltage limit a t  the desired values. 
A 3-posi t ion  switch selects  between continuous charge, conti nuous 
discharge, and automatic cycling operation. Automatic cycli ng i s  
controlled by a s t e p p i n g  relay which receives a pulse f o r  each 
minute from a d ig i ta l  clock. The stepping relay i s  wired for 
both the 1.5-hour and 3-hour orbi ts  e Each u n i t  i s  connected t o  
the corresponding output for  i ts  cycle period. The refer2nce 
voltage f o r  the voltage l i m i t i n g  c i r c u i t  i n  each u n i t  is  supplied 
by u s i n g  a voltage divider i n  ser ies  w i t h  a constant current 
ci rcui t. 
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2. Photograph 1 shows a f r o n t  view of  severa l  charge- 
Upper and Lower Voltage L i m i t  Monitoring System: 
discharge u n i  ts e 
C. 
1 . Each pack i s  connected t o  i ts own lower 1 imi t volt-  
meter which  sets off an alarm comnon t o  the system and turns on 
an identifys 'ng l i g h t  f o r  t h e  p a r t i c u l a r  pack when the terminal 
vol tage o f  the pack f a l l s  below a preset limit. Photograph 2 
i s  a picture of the lower voltage limit monitoring system. 
cell vol tage.  When the voltage o f  any c e l l  is  found t o  be out- 
side the preset upper o r  lower limits, the system automatical ly  
sets o f f  the alarm and the iden t i fy ing  l i g h t  i n  the lower vol tage 
limit monitoring system and a l s o  disconnects the current leads of 
t ha t  pack by de-energizing a re lay .  The  system includes a 900- 
po in t  modified c rossbar  scanner  which scans continuously a t  a 
r a t e  o f  330 poin ts  per minute, so t h a t  each cell i s  scanned every 
2 minutes. Voltages a r e  measured by a DC t o  frequency converter 
and a frequency counter.  The scanning system is shown i n  Photo- 
graph 3. 
2. An addi t iona l  system is  used t o  scan each individual  
D. Data Logging System: 
1 .  Brief Summary: 
a. Recordings a re  made by means of  a data logging 
system (Photograph 4) obtained from Gul f  Aerospace Corporation. 
All monitoring leads from a given pack of cells a r e  scanned, 
converted t o  d i g i t a l  form and fed t o  the Tally Mark 45P paper  
t a p e  punch and programmed reader.  The system permits the current, 
pack terminal vo l tage ,  a l l  c e l l  voltages and the thermocouple 
vol tages  f o r  a given pack t o  be read and punched ou t  w i t h i n  less 
t h a t  4 seconds. An addi ti  onal swi tchi ng arrangement pemi ts 
recordlng up t o  six 10-cell  packs and 1 2  5-cel l  packs a t  one time. 
. 2. Technical Description: 
a. T h i s  system is designed t o  record data from 30 
da ta  channels by sampling and scanning the i n p u t  vol tages .  The 
da ta  i s  converted t o  binary code by a prec is ion  ampl i f ie r  and a 
h i g h  speed analog t o  d i g i t a l  converter  and is presented s e r i a l l y  
by charac te r  t o  the paper t ape  punch f o r  s to rage  of  the da ta .  
Figure 81 is a block diagram o f  the da ta  logging system. 
b .  The system measurements a re  either timed and 
control 1 ed by the sys tern's di  gi t a l  clock , o r  manually control 1 ed 
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by the operator. Additional features of the system provide for 
a typed report of the s to red  da ta .  
c. The system h a s  30 i n p u t  channels. Of these, 
channels 1 t o  10 have a full scale i n p u t  of 10 volts and measure 
cell voltages. C~hannels 11 and 13 have a full scale range of 
20 volts and measure the total pack voltages 
14 have a full scale range of 100 millivolts and measure the volt- 
age across 100 mi l l i  volt current s h u n t s  e 
Channels 12 and 
d .  All of these inputs, 1 t o  14, are sample and hold 
type inputs. They are sampled simultaneously for 400 milliseconds. 
The attenuated i n p u t  s igna l  voltages, a l l  of which are normalized 
t o  100 millivolts full scale, are s t o r e d  on high quality capaci- 
t o rs  e The scanner then sequentially scans these capacitors for 
data readout. This technique i s  used t o  eliminate any difference 
in time between the f i r s t  14 input readings. The accuracy of 
these channels is  2 0.25 percent of full scale reading. 
e .  Channel 15 i s  used far battery pack identification. 
Another instrument, which  provides selection for monitoring a 
given pack from a group of packs, provides an o u t p u t  from which  the 
particular pack selected can be identified. T h i s  o u t p u t  voltage is  
read on channel 15 as the position identifying the pack. The 
operator or project leader correlates thesg readings w i t h  specific 
packs being tested. 
Channels 16 through 30 are low level i n p u t  channels 
(+ 10 millivolts full scale) designed t o  monitor thermocouple i n p u t s  
wTth an accuracy o f  f 1 percent of full scale. These channels have 
a maximum comnon mode voltage t h a n  can exist bemeen the signal and 
the system ground of 2 10 v.olts . I f  the comon mode voltage exceeds 
this value, accurate readings can no longer be taken. (Comnon mode 
voltages of over - + 20 volts may damage the differential amplifier.) 
Cycle time for this system is less than 4 seconds 
for al l  30 channels 
capable of receiving data from the analog t o  d i g i t a l  converter, 
from a prepunched paper tape, o r  from the Selectric typewriter by 
manual i n p u t  and may be programed t o  p r i n t  o u t  the data ,  off line, 
i n any desired format. 
f .  
g. 
The readout sys tem, a Tal l y  Mark 45P, is  
3. System Operation: 
a. Dur ing  the scanning process each channel in  t u r n  
i s  routed t o  the input of a h i g h  impedance differential amplifier, 
the gain of which i s  automatically switched between 100 (the amount 
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used f o r  the h i  
f o r  the low level channels). The sensing f o r  the ga in  change is  
supplied by the relay drivers.  Provisions are made t o  eliminate 
ampli f i  e r  dr i  f t  while sampling voltage across the storage capaci - 
t i o r s .  The output of the an-plifier i s  applied through a low pass 
fi l ter  a t  the i n p u t  of the analog t o  di gi t a l  converter. The 
analog t o  d ig i ta l  converter i s  then given a comand t o  read. 
level channels) and 1000 (the amount required 
b .  The analog to  digi ta l  converter converts the 
analog signal t o  a binary coded decimal s igna l .  A s e r i a l i z e r  
sequentially sends one d i g i t  a t  a time from the o u t p u t  of the 
clock or from the analog t o  d i g i t a l  converter t o  the perforator 
d r i  ver. The zero generator and the pari ty generator maintain 
the proper d ig i ta l  format for  punching paper tape and operating 
the Selectr ic  t-ypwriter i n  the Tally lhilark 45P system. The 
punched-paper-tape code is  compatible w i t h  IBM binary coded 
decimal code (Hollerith) 
4. System Controls: 
a. The 30-position data scanner h a s  several modes 
of operation. Mode switch m a y  be s e t  t o  continuous cycling, 
preset  cylce, s ingle  cycle, s ingle  step, and manual s e l ec t .  In 
the conti nuous cycli ng position the scanner continues to sample 
the data a t  a rate determined by the d i g i t a l  clock. In the 
present cycle pos i t ion  t he  scanner takes a s a m l e  of the data 
a t  a time determined by the preset time selector .  
cycle position the scanner samples the data once each time the 
step/cycle push button i s  depressed. 
the scanner i s  advanced one channel a t  a time by depressing the 
step/cycle push  b u t t o n  switch. In the manual s e l ec t  position 
the scanner remains a t  the channel selected by the manual s e l ec t  
switches. Nhen i n  e i t he r  of the  two manual modes a reading i s  
taken by pushing the p r i n t  button. The scanner has two f r o n t  
panel displays, one f o r  channel n u d e r  and one for voltage. A l l  
system functions are tiimed by a unijunction osc i l l a to r  and are 
controlled by logic c i rcui ts  i n  the scanner assembly. 
In the s ingle  
In the s ingle  step position 
E .  Central Wiring Panel : 
1 .  All e lec t r ica l  connections are made through a 
centrally located w i r i n g  panel which houses the current s h u n t s  and 
a p l u g - i n  panel a Photograph 5 shws the f ront  view o f  the central 
w i  ri ng panel . 
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F. Pack Selector Switch: 
1 .  Up t o  six 10-cell packs and 12 5-cell packs may be 
plugged into a se lec tor  system from the central wiring panel. 
Through reed relays operated by a se lec tor  switch, any o f  these 
packs can then be connected t o  the i n p u t  o f  the data logging 
system. T h i s  arrangement allows a l l  currents and cell and 
thermocouple voltages for  a l l  18 packs t o  be recorded by the data 
loggi ng system w i t h i n  48 seconds. 
ident i f ies  the selected position and which is  automatically 
recorded as part  of the data for  the pack selected. 
2. The switching system a lso  provides a voltage which 
3. Photograph 3 shows the pack se lec tor  switch located 
on top of the data logging system. 
G. block Diagram o f  Entire Test Setup: Figure 82 shws the 
arrangement from the packs a t  each of the three ambient tenpera- 
tures t o  the central wiring panel. Leads from the central w i r i n g  
panel connect a l l  packs and/or ce l l s  t o  the charge-discharge u n i t s  
and the 28 vol t  UC source, the c i r cu i t  relay switching system, the 
voltage limi ti  ng monitoring system and the data loggi ng system. 
arrangement o f  the t e s t  equipment described above. 
Ii. Photograph o f  Test Area: Photograph 6 shws the overall 
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